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Semantic Relations and Deep
Learning
5.1 THE NEW PARADIGM
The theoretical foundations of artificial neural networks, inspired by biological processes,
were laid in the 1940s [McCulloch and Pitts, 1943]. The firing of a neuron would represent
a proposition, simulating logical calculus in a (neural) network by the activation or
inhibition of connections. The perceptron, the algorithm behind the functioning of a
single artificial neuron, was invented in the late 1950s [Rosenblatt, 1958]. There followed
the layered structure of the networks familiar to us now, and the back-propagation
mechanism, the core of the learning process in this paradigm. Rumelhart et al. [1986]
showed how the back-propagation mechanism can lead to a useful representation on
intermediate hidden layers, when they encoded people and family relationships.
The term deep learning is rather new, and the “take-over” of NLP is quite recent,
driven mostly by the advances in hardware that have made the theoretical models com-
putationally feasible and efficient on NLP’s large-scale corpora, including the induction
of semantic representations of words [Mikolov et al., 2013c]. Neural networks were fully
formed by the time NLP adopted them. They came with many architectures and with
mathematical models which the machine learning community developed over the inter-
vening decades. The interplay goes both ways: the particular requirements of NLP tasks
have spurred further developments and innovations.
The adoption of deep learning in work on semantic relations has led to methods
and modelling assumptions unlike those explored in the previous chapters. There are
differences at several levels.
Modelling. In the work described in the preceding chapters, the modelling of relation
instances is separate from the model which learns to predict relations. First, relation
instances are represented by a specially designed set of features; next, a machine-learning
algorithm works on the training data represented by the chosen formalism. This two-
step process is not necessary in the neural framework. Semantic relations and their
arguments can be, and often are, encoded (that is to say, modelled) together. The
encoding of entities depends on the semantic relations in which they are involved, while
the encoding of the semantic relations depends on the arguments they connect.
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Assumptions about relations. Disjointness was one of the desiderata for a “good” list
of semantic relations. The set of semantic relations would in effect partition the space of
relation instances. This constraint was useful in traditional learning, where one seldom
allowed an instance to belong to multiple classes. When relations which express world
knowledge were added to the mix (e.g., bornIn, diedIn), it became common to have two
entities connected by more than one semantic relation. In deep learning, the loss of this
constraint is not troublesome. Neural networks can deal quite easily with multi-class
learning. This means that one can use richer inventories of semantic relations, such as
those coming from knowledge graphs, which are often multi-graphs (two vertices can be
connected by edges of more than one type).
Data sources. Traditional machine learning usually acts on a collection of instances,
represented in a systematic manner. Information from different sources can be combined
in one feature vector, but the production of feature values for pre-specified features may
lead to loss of valuable structural or contextual information. In deep learning, hybrid
models easily combine different sources of information such as free-form text and struc-
tured knowledge graphs. The use of data as a knowledge graph—a set of interconnected
relation triples—affects the modelling of the arguments and of the relations.
We begin the chapter with a very high-level overview of deep learning in Section
5.2. We then revisit the research problems relevant to semantic relations. Deep learning
for semantic relations often combines in one architecture the processing of an entire
sentence which contains a candidate relation. The matter of representing the meaning
of the arguments will be intertwined with the representation of the context and the
relational clues (i.e., the expression which connect the relation arguments, and the sur-
rounding text). To make things clearer, and to allow for untried combinations, word
representations (attributional features, Section 5.3) are presented separately from rela-
tion clues and context (relational features, Section 5.4). Section 5.5 discusses concerns
around datasets, notably deep-learning solutions to distant supervision: how to get au-
tomatically, and handle, large amounts of noisy training data. Section 5.6 deals with the
learning and modelling of semantic relations, either as particular structures or as neural
models. It shows how argument representations and contextual clues are interwoven in
various learning models.
The new possibilities in the learning of semantic relations have led to a wide variety
of solutions; we survey them here. But new methods crop up even as we write, so this
chapter is doomed to remain incomplete. The goal is to give the reader a solid overview
of the current topics in relation learning, to elaborate on some of the solutions in the
literature, and to point them, whenever possible, toward a reference which presents some
of these topics in more detail.
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5.2 A HIGH-LEVEL VIEW OF DEEP LEARNING
FOR SEMANTIC RELATIONS
Our presentation relies on the reader’s exposure to the theory and methods of deep
learning. For the uninitiated, there are tutorials and books online. For example, Good-
fellow et al. [2016] give an excellent account of deep learning paradigms and methods.1
This section is a brief overview of the main concepts relevant to the task at hand.
A deep-learning algorithm accepts an input, usually represented as a real-valued
vector, and applies to it a function which maps it onto some output values; those values
determine the classification decision. In the case of semantic relations, the input will
represent a relation’s arguments, its sentential context, additional relational informa-
tion from a corpus, or a combination thereof. The output will represent the prediction
whether or not the posited relation holds between these arguments. The function and its
parameters will be the relation model, and it will depend on the modelling assumptions
and the underlying architecture. This sounds like traditional machine learning but there
is an essential difference. In deep learning, model derivation (i.e., learning the param-
eter values) takes multiple steps of back-and-forth processing through the layers of the
neural network. As a result, even the input state can be transformed according to the
neural architecture, the parameters and the discrepancy between the expected and the
computed output.
Consider an example. We can choose to give our neural network information only
about a relation’s arguments, as a concatenation of the representations of these ar-
guments as real-valued vectors. If there is little training data, the representation can
consist of vectors which were pretrained on very large corpora—now commonly known
as word embeddings (see Section 5.3). They can be adjusted during training, or kept
fixed. If a large amount of training data is available, the vectors can be seeded with
random values which are then adjusted during training, so that in combination with the
mapping function, i.e., the model, they produce a good approximation of the output,
i.e., relation labels.
The mapping function can be a scoring function. Such a function combines the input
vector i with the parameters r which model a target relation r,2 with the output as a
real value between 0 and 1:
f(i, r) ∈ [0, 1]
To continue with our example, let us make the following assumptions:
• the input i consists of the embeddings for the relation’s two arguments v1 and v2,
which are real-valued vectors of size d: v1,v2 ∈ Rd;
1www.deeplearningbook.org.
2Throughout this chapter, representations, e.g., embeddings of entities and relations are written in bold, and
entities and relations in italics.
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• the relation r is modelled as a d× d matrix r: r ∈ Rd×d;
• multiplication is chosen to model the interaction between the arguments and the
relation.
In this case, the mapping function will look as follows (> is matrix transposition):
f : Rd × Rd × Rd×d → [0, 1]
f(v1,v2, r) = v
>
1 r v2
This is actually a model called Rescal [Nickel et al., 2011].
f should return 1 if relation r holds between these arguments, 0 otherwise. In prac-
tice, the function will return a real value in [0,1].3 During training, the parameters will
be adjusted so as to bring the value as close to the actual expected value as possi-
ble. During testing, a preset threshold usually helps determine if a new combination
(vi, r,vj) represents the instance of a relation r which holds between arguments i and j
represented by their corresponding vectors.
A mapping function can be almost arbitrarily complex, and can be implemented
by various neural network architectures. Let us engage for a while in name-dropping—
and acronym-dropping. At our disposal, there are recurrent neural networks (RNN),
convolutional neural networks (CNN) or stacks of different types of neural networks, so
as to model different types of interactions between the various parts of the input. Each
architecture has its own implementation choices, e.g., long short-term memory (LSTM),
rectified linear activation units (ReLU) or gated recurrent units (GRU), each with its
own specific properties which make them more suitable for certain applications than
for others. Long sequences are often encoded with, e.g., a bi-directional RNN using
LSTM (BiLSTM). The latest advance is the Transformer architecture, starting with
the Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [Devlin et al.,
2018]4 and Generative Pretrained Transformer (GPT).5 The input vector itself can be
the output of a neural network.
The parameters of the model are learned during training. The output of a compu-
tational unit is a function over the input combined with the unit’s weights—its internal
parameters. The algorithm uses a loss function to compare the predicted output of the
entire network to the expected output (referred to as the gold standard). The difference
between the expected output and the one actually produced, together with a learning
rate, determines the amount by which the internal parameters should change so as to
reduce the error. To avoid overfitting the training data, the loss function can include a
3A softmax function may be necessary to map the actual value into the [0,1] interval.
4Devlin et al.’s [2018] truly seminal paper on BERT has started a veritable cottage industry. There are versions
named SpanBERT, StructBERT, DistilBERT, BERTje, CamemBERT, FlauBERT, RobBERT, KnowBERT,
MobilBERT, BERTweet, RuBERT—with certainly much more to come.
5openai.com/blog/language-unsupervised/
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regularization factor. This factor biases the model towards a simpler one which obeys
specific constraints on the parameters (representations close in the Euclidean space,
fewer non-zero weights, and so on).
Dropout [Srivastava et al., 2014] can also help avoid overfitting. The idea of dropout
is that nodes in the network (both their inputs and outputs) are randomly ignored during
training. This, in effect, resembles training in parallel a large number of configurations
for a neural network. Such a random configuration of nodes makes the training process
noisy, and that forces each of the nodes in a layer to contribute more to the final output,
to compensate for the inactive ones. It also simulates sparse activation from a given
layer, and that encourages the network to actually learn a sparse representation as a
side-effect.
When people look at a sentence with an instance of a semantic relation, they see
which parts of the sentence are relevant in deciding if the relation holds. The attention
mechanism—an important enhancement to the neural machinery—allows us to model
this insight. An implementation of attention filters the representation of the relation
instance through a set of weights, and so boosts the contribution of certain parts of
a layer in the network (e.g., specific words in the context on the input layer) while
limiting the effect of others. These weights, as everything in the model, are learned
during training.
This chapter will present several options for each of these aspects of deep learning in
the task of semantic relation classification. Section 5.3 and 5.4 describe types of input.
Section 5.3 shows how to represent a relation’s arguments given only an unstructured
text collection, only a knowledge graph or a wordnet, or both. Section 5.4 shows how
to represent the relational features when taking into account individual words, word
sequences, or phrases with grammatical information.
Section 5.6 describes architectures which combine the input with internal parameters
in a variety of models useful in detecting and classifying semantic relations.
In this chapter, we often write that a representation of words or relations obtained by
deep learning is induced . We want to clarify the term here, because it helps distinguish
between what is deliberately learned, and what is a felicitous side-effect. As noted in
the foregoing, learning in neural networks means determining iteratively the best values
of internal parameters which lead to a good mapping of the input onto the expected
output. The process has “side-effects”, such as the adjustment of the starting input
representations, the representation computed by a hidden layer which summarizes the
larger-sized input in a useful and compressed manner, and so on. Such side-effects are
not the target of the learning process, and their emergence (as it comes about in working
with the data provided) can be seen as not deliberate. When a deep-learning formalism
discovers semantic relations, the aim is to map an input instance (e.g., a sentence) onto a
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relation type. The representations of arguments, relations or even sentences are a useful
by-product.
5.3 ATTRIBUTIONAL FEATURES: WORD EMBEDDINGS
The identification of the semantic relation for a given pair of arguments relies heavily
on a good representation of the meaning of the arguments, and of the context in which
they appear—if such context is available. There are various methods of representing
lexical semantics. Word embeddings in continuous vector spaces are another type of
distributional representation. The dimensions are no longer specific words, but more
abstract dimensions, assumed to model some underlying latent semantic characteristics
of words or entities. Such a representation projects words/entities/morphemes into a
multi-dimensional space, in which distance is a proxy for relatedness or similarity. De-
pending on the data to be modelled or the task at hand, the source of word embeddings
can be distributional information (see Section 5.3.1), graphs which capture a relational
model of meaning (see Section 5.3.2), or a combination thereof (see Section 5.3.3).
5.3.1 WORD EMBEDDINGS FROM TEXTS
When a large corpus is available, word meaning can be encoded in a very informative way
by distributional representations based on co-occurrences in a window or on grammatical
relations. The beauty of such representations is that they are easy to interpret given
that the dimensions are themselves words. There are, however, considerable drawbacks.
• The vectors are very large: the vocabulary is often on the order of at least 105.
• The dimensions are words, so they are ambiguous. e.g., run can refer to exercising,
standing for office, or executing a program.
• Multiple dimensions can refer to the same thing or perhaps to closely related things,
e.g., buy and purchase.
• Words as dimensions do not solve the sparseness problem because only the same
shared dimension indicates an overlap in meaning between words.
A number of methods have been proposed to induce a representation for words
in a space with fewer dimensions, much lower than the dimensions in a distributional
representation. The number d of dimensions is a preset parameter. A high value of d will
lead to a larger but more precise representation, while a lower value will yield a more
abstract representation. Finding the best balance between these options often depends
on the task; commonly chosen values for d are in the hundreds.
Furnas et al. [1988] applied Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to the approxima-
tion of a word-document co-occurrence matrix. In the process, they uncovered the la-
tent semantic structure of words and documents as low-dimensional vectors with shared
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dimensions.6 SVD is presented schematically in Figure 5.1. This was a step towards
projecting words (and documents) into a continuous low-dimensional vector space.
Figure 5.1: A schematic representation of approximating a word-document matrix by means
of Singular Value Decomposition; V is the size of the vocabulary, D is the number of documents
in the corpus, and d is the chosen reduced number of dimensions.
In follow-up work, Jolliffe [2002] showed that Principal Component Analysis (PCA),
a variation of SVD, can project the word-document vectors into a lower-dimensional
space, and that can help reveal the hidden structure of the data.
SVD and PCA rely on a mathematical theory of decomposing a matrix into a product
of matrices, each taken to correspond to some part of the input. These methods are
applied to fully specified matrices, i.e., matrices whose every cell has a defined value.7
To induce word or document representations using SVD and PCA, one most commonly
works with word-document or word-word co-occurrence matrices. The values in such
matrices can be either binary (recording simple co-occurrence), or real-valued (getting
frequency, perhaps normalized, tf-idf or PMI scores).
Topic modelling seldom has the express purpose of deriving vector representations
for words. Even so, topics can be viewed as high-level, abstract, semantic dimensions,
and they can be used to produce a representation of words in terms of the probability
of their appearance under each of the posited topics [Steyvers and Griffiths, 2006, Blei
et al., 2003].
Bengio et al. [2003] developed a probabilistic framework for predicting a word from
the previously seen words. Every word is encoded as a vector, and a window-based
context surrounds a target word. After random initialization, the word representations
6The dimensions were low in comparison with the size of the vocabulary, which was the base for standard
distributional bag-of-words representations.
7This contrasts with adjacency matrices for knowledge graphs—presented later in the chapter—which have
mostly unspecified values.
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are adjusted to maximize the probability of the seen text. Bengio et al.’s innovation was
that they used a neural network to encode the probability function of word sequences
in terms of the feature vectors of the words in the sequence. This allowed the system
to learn together the vector representations of the words and the parameters of the
function. Collobert and Weston [2008] expanded this framework to multi-task learning.
Figure 5.2: Example of a word embedding as
a real-valued vector, projected into a 3D-space
for visualization.
Real-valued vectors which represent
word meanings have been more widely
adopted since deep-learning methods be-
came widespread in NLP, and renamed as
word embeddings; see Figure 5.2. Mikolov
et al. [2013b,c] developed two complemen-
tary techniques of inducing word embed-
dings, i.e., d-dimensional real-valued vec-
tor representations of words. The skip-
gram model induces the “true” vector for
each word by learning to predict the
context (the surrounding words) given
a word. The continuous bag-of-words
(BOW) model induces word representations while learning to predict a word given its
context.
It has also been noted that the word embeddings induced by this method acquire
several types of syntactic and semantic information about words. Such information is
reflected as regularities in the relative position of words in the low-dimensional vector
space: plurals, derivations, analogies, and so on [Ethayarajh et al., 2019]. That allows
one to use vector arithmetics on word embeddings as proxies to syntactic and semantic
operations on words.
Figure 5.3: Semantic relations as relative po-
sitions of their arguments.
These operations can also be useful in
establishing that different argument pairs
are in the same semantic relation. For ex-
ample, it can be verified that the relative
positions of the first and the second ar-
guments are consistent, e.g., that the vec-
tors connecting capital cities to their re-
spective countries tend to be parallel; see
Figure 5.3. Most of the time, there is a
more complicated connection between the
arguments’ position in this space and the
relation between them. Nonetheless, even
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a complex model of relations relies on there being a degree of similarity (maybe only
along certain dimensions) between a relation’s arguments across numerous instances.
There have been many proposals of inducing word embeddings. Each method lever-
ages slightly differently the information in a word’s context, emphasizes different aspects
of a word’s meaning, or produces a context-specific embedding. The earliest methods
produced “stand-alone” embeddings. Mikolov et al. [2013c] worked with a context win-
dow, Pennington et al. [2014] with grammatical collocations. Neelakantan et al. [2014],
Iacobacci et al. [2015] and Pilehvar and Collier [2016] derive word-sense embeddings.
Contextualized word embeddings are the most recent development. Embeddings
from Language Models (ELMo) [Peters et al., 2018] employ a neural architecture based
on BiLSTMs. ELMo captures different characteristics of the input words at different
levels of the neural architecture, corresponding roughly to characters, syntax and se-
mantics; the representation of a word is a combination of the representations at these
levels. Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [Devlin et al.,
2018, 2019] dynamically produce word representations informed by the surrounding
words. BERT’s architecture—the transformer architecture—is based on attention. Im-
provements on these models keep coming, most recently A Little BERT (ALBERT) [Lan
et al., 2020] (it separates a “general” and lower-dimensional word embeddings from a
higher-dimension contextualized representation on the upper levels of the network), Ro-
bustly Optimized BERT Pretraining (ROBERTa) [Liu et al., 2019b], and Text-To-Text
Transfer Transformer (T5) [Raffel et al., 2019].
Many of the embedding methods supply pretrained word embeddings in a number
of languages, or even cross-lingual data such as XLM [Conneau et al., 2019]. These
representations, built from very large corpora, can be used as-is, or they can be fine-
tuned (or retrofitted) during the relation learning process. If the relation dataset is
large enough—as are some knowledge graphs—the representation of the arguments can
be fine-tuned or even learned together with the relation models.
5.3.2 WORD/ENTITY EMBEDDINGS FROM KNOWLEDGE GRAPHS
The word embeddings discussed thus far came from distributional representations of
words in unstructured texts. Words/entities can also be represented by relational mod-
els: their meaning is identified by their relations with other words (as in a wordnet) or
other entities (as in a knowledge graph). Wordnets and knowledge graphs are symbolic
structures but they can be cast into continuous low-dimensional vector spaces. Repre-
sentations for nodes (words/entities) and edges (relations) can be derived jointly, and
these representations encode the relational (graph) structure. Such representations arise
from matrix factorization or can be learned by various types of neural networks.
Matrix factorization works on the adjacency matrix or matrices, representing the
graph. The factorization operation has a parallel scoring function. The function which
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combines the representation of entities and relations mirrors the factorization split. For
example, the bilinear model Rescal [Nickel et al., 2011] described briefly in Section 5.2
is a matrix factorization model. The adjacency matrix Ak for relation rk is factorized as
Ak = E
>MkE; every column of matrix E corresponds to an entity embedding, and Mk
is the representation of relation rk. The scoring function parallels this expression, and
each entry in matrix Ak corresponding to a triple (ei, rk, ej) is computed as
fijk = v
>
i Mkvj
This function has a clear mathematical expression in terms of the representations
of the entities and the relation. The scoring function can also be learned by a neural
network, and then it is modelled by the chosen architecture and its learned parameters.
Formally, a graph G = {V,R, E} is a triple: vertices, relation types and edges.8
V = {xi | i = 1, n}
R = {rk | k = 1,m}
E = {(xi, rk, xj) | xi, xj ∈ V, rk ∈ R}
To embed a graph is to find a representation vx for each vertex x ∈ V, and a representa-
tion rk for each relation rk ∈ R. This is based on information about edges—the relation
instances (xi, rk, xj). The usual assumption is that each vx ∈ Rd is a d-dimensional
real-valued vector, with d chosen a priori . The relation can be a vector, a matrix, a
higher-order tensor (for n-ary relations, n > 2), and so on.
Other representations are possible. For example, in a knowledge graph built
from grammatical relations—so that an edge represents a (subject, verb, object)
triple—it could make sense to represent these as pairs with composite arguments:
(subject–verb, object) or (subject, verb–object), and so constrain the representation of
the arguments with the given relation. Consider an example. If the subject and
the verb in (man, climb,mountain) are combined, the pair to be represented will be
(man–climb,mountain). That will constrain the (composite) first argument man–climb
only to objects which a man can climb, as opposed to the more general and separate
representations of man and climb. Figure 5.4 shows the different types of graph repre-
sentations as adjacency matrices obtained when following these various representations
of a relation triple.
The adjacency matrix or tensor of a graph, A, contains information about the con-
nectivity structure. For a graph containing relation types rk, A’s elements are:
aijk =
{
1 if (i, rk, j) ∈ E
NaN if (i, rk, j) /∈ E
8There is a variety of terms in the literature. A node can also be called a vertex , and a relation referred to as
an edge or an arc. We will not try to standardize the terminology because the context is quite unambiguous.
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Figure 5.4: Representations of vertices and relations in a graph for different views of relation
tuples. The adjacency tensor illustration comes from [Nickel et al., 2016a].
1 is the only defined value in A (Not-a-Number is the other). That is because knowledge
graphs represent only positive instances, i.e., only known relation instances. To learn a
non-trivial model, some negative instances are required. Section 5.6.1 will explain the
assumptions needed to produce negative relation instances, as a set E ′ of “negative edges”.
The corresponding scoring function fi,j,k parallels the information in the adjacency
matrix, and uses the negative edges to learn non-trivial models:
fijk = f(vi, rk,vj) =
{
1 if (i, rk, j) ∈ E
0 if (i, rk, j) ∈ E ′
The function can combine the representation of the entities and relations in various
ways. Table 5.2 in Section 5.6.1 shows examples.
Depending on the assumptions about the mathematical form of the representations
of entities and relations, and the function f , these representations can be induced by
matrix factorization, as illustrated in Figure 5.4, or by deep-learning methods, as shown
on two concrete examples in Figure 5.5. Levy and Goldberg [2014a] very nicely explain
the equivalences among some of these methods. Comprehensive overviews of such meth-
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Figure 5.5: Embedding graphs with neural networks, two examples from [Nickel et al., 2016a].
In essence, they learn/implement the scoring function fijk. (a) A neural network implements the
Rescalmatrix factorization model; the representation of the relation is given by the parameters
of the hidden layer. (b) A neural network implementation takes a (subject, predicate, object)
triple as an input; the embedding of the relation (i.e., the predicate) is learned in parallel with
the representation of the subject and the object.
ods appear in [Nickel et al., 2016b, Wang et al., 2017] and [Ji et al., 2020]. Section 5.6.1
discusses the effect of these representation on relation learning.
The structure of the knowledge graph directly affects the representations of entities
and relations in it. More frequent relations have more informative representations be-
cause their adjacency matrices are denser. Low-frequency relations, particularly when
they connect low-frequency entities, have less informative representations. An analysis
of the profile of some of the most frequently used knowledge graphs shows that this is a
real concern. Figure 5.6 illustrates it for Freebase and NELL: most of the nodes appear
in very few relations, numerous relations have very few instances. This imbalance can be
partially countered by the use of entity type information and relation schemata. Such
information can be included as an additional factor in the scoring function and in the
loss function [Ren et al., 2017, Kotnis and Nastase, 2017], or can help organize and
optimize adjacency matrix factorization [Chang et al., 2014].
There are various methods of embedding a graph in a continuous vector space.
They were developed for link prediction, i.e., the addition of a new edge to a graph
(it corresponds to relation learning in knowledge graphs). The operation is based on a
score computed by the scoring function for a particular combination of source, target
and relation type suitable for the potential new edge. Section 5.6.1 presents the link
prediction perspective in more detail. The focus here is on the representation.
The origins of graph embedding go back a few decades. Rumelhart et al. [1986] used
a neural network with several hidden layers to learn and predict family relationships.
They noted that the network weights and the hidden layers capture representations for
the entities (people) and their relationships; that allowed them to predict the second
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Figure 5.6: Knowledge graph statistics on a logarithmic scale: relation and node frequencies
for frequently used subsets of Freebase and NELL (data from [Gardner et al., 2014]). Every
data point is the degree of a node (top plots), or the frequency of a relation (bottom plots).
The data points are ordered monotonically. The x axis is just an index.
argument of a relation given the first argument and the relation. The weights and node
values in the network were not used outside the specific experiment.
Paccanaro and Hinton [2002] deliberately set out to induce concept representations
from binary relations between concepts in a process they call linear relational embed-
ding . They aim for n-dimensional vector representations of concepts, and n× n matrix
representations of relations. When a relation is Rc applied to a concept ac—multiplying
the corresponding matrix Rc by the vector ac—the result is expected to be a related
concept bc with representation bc. Paccanaro and Hinton obtain the concept and re-
lation representations by maximizing a discriminative goodness function G. It rewards
all concepts which can fill the same (ac, Rc, ∗) spot, while maximizing each concept’s
distance to other concepts nearby (to avoid collapsing all representations to zero).
G =
C∑
c=1
1
Kc
log
e−‖R
cac−bc‖2∑
vi∈V e
−‖Rcac−vi‖2
(5.1)
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Kc = |{(ac, Rc, ∗)}| and V is the set of all vector representations. This discriminative
goodness function is approximated using gradient ascent.
Matrix factorization for the representation of entities in interconnected data was
initially motivated by the goal of clustering multi-type interrelated data objects, for
example papers, keywords, authors and venues in the domain of scientific publica-
tions, or movies, actors and genres in the movie domain [Long et al., 2006]. Clustering
was achieved by collective factorization of matrices which represent each relation type
(e.g., movie_genre, movie_rating). Two matrices are related if their row or column indices
(i.e., their first or second arguments) refer to the same set of objects. Long et al.’s fo-
cus was on clustering, reflected in the matrix factorization as a product of cluster and
cluster association information. The representation of concepts—their association with
the induced clusters—is a side-effect not explicitly applied outside these experiments.
Singh and Gordon [2008] address directly the task of relation learning for similar
multi-type interrelated data. Unlike Long et al., they use matrix factorization to derive
entity and relation representations, and focus on predicting new relation instances in a
dataset which covers information about movies (genres, rating, and so on). Each matrix
to be factorized represents instances of one relation type. Like in Long et al.’s work,
Singh and Gordon’s collective matrix factorization relies on shared arguments among
relations to connect the factors of the different matrices.
The left and right arguments of a relation can have different roles. It may be use-
ful for an entity a to have two different representations, aL and aR, depending on the
role it plays. Sutskever and Hinton [2009] induce such a representation by combining
topic modelling with matrix factorization. The latent variables in the topic model rep-
resent entity and relation clusters. A cluster is represented by its mean and diagonal
covariance, and the dual representations for an entity are sampled as vectors from the
corresponding cluster. The score of a triple (aL, r, bR) is determined by the product of
their representations aL>RbR, and that is determined by the clusters to which a, R and
b belong.
Bordes et al. [2011] use a neural network to induce entity and relation representa-
tions. Entities are represented as d-dimensional vectors, and each relation as two d× d
matrices Rk ≈ (Rlhsk ,Rrhsk ). Bordes et al. hypothesize that if a transformation is ap-
plied to each of the two relation arguments ei, ej , then they should become similar. The
scoring function, then, is this:
f(ei, rk, ej) =
∥∥Rlhsk vi −Rrhsk vj∥∥
Nodes in a graph, as well as relations, can also be encoded by methods similar
to language models. Perozzi et al. [2014] transform a (social) network into a set of
“sentences”: sequences of nodes obtained by random walks started on different nodes of
the network. Every such sentence represents part of a node’s neighbourhood information.
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They are processed by a method similar to the SkipGram model; the obtained node
embeddings maximize the probability that the nodes appear in the observed sequences.
A graph contains various types of structural information which should be reflected
in a node’s representation. The neighbourhood of a node can help describe its structural
role (e.g., as hubs), while dense paths among nodes define node communities. Grover and
Leskovec [2016] aim to develop a graph embedding method in which the node representa-
tions reflect all these structural characteristics. Nodes in a closely connected community
should be close in the embedding space. Nodes with the same structural roles should have
similar representations, too. The proposed node2vec model finds node representations
which maximize the probability of their neighbourhoods. The local neighbourhood of a
node is best described by paths found using breadth-first search (BFS), whereas more
distant connections and community structure are best captured by depth-first search
(DFS). Random walks can produce paths which combine characteristics of BFS and
DFS to various degrees. Grover and Leskovec experiment with two parameters which
can bias a random walker towards BFS or DFS. The node representations based on the
random walks so obtained lead to state-of-the-art results on a variety of applications,
including link prediction on Facebook and a protein-protein interaction network.
5.3.3 WORD/ENTITY EMBEDDINGS
FROM TEXTS AND KNOWLEDGE GRAPHS
The distributional model and the relational model of language complement each other.
Their combination could create a richer and more informative representation of meaning:
it would identify both the syntagmatic and the paradigmatic information about words.
There are differences between the unstructured language of texts and the
consistent—normalized/canonical—representation of nodes and relations in structured
knowledge graphs. The differences must be reconciled to take advantage of the infor-
mation from both these sources. It would be good to be able to “recognize”, or leverage
somehow, concepts from knowledge graphs which surface in texts with different lexical-
izations; the same goes for relations.
One can add text co-occurrence information—(subject, verb, object) triples extracted
by an open information extraction system9—to the adjacency matrix, and factorize this
enhanced matrix to learn shared embeddings of entities and relations in knowledge
graphs and in text [Riedel et al., 2013]. Each argument pair, whether from the graph or
from the text, has a corresponding row in the matrix; each relation and predicate has
a column. The scoring function for modelling the adjacency information in this matrix
combines a few kinds of data: latent feature compatibility between an argument tuple
and a relation, neighbourhood information which benefits from relation similarity, and
selectional preferences of relations expressed by the entity models of their arguments.
9e.g., stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/openie.html
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Riedel et al. take the atomic view of nodes and relations from the graph, and of argu-
ments and predicates from texts. This means that the procedure relies on (exact) over-
laps between arguments and relations in the knowledge graph and triples extracted by
an open information extraction system. The lexical expressions of predicates and argu-
ments from texts, as well as the forms of relations and nodes from structured knowledge
repositories, can be leveraged to find deeper similarities. For example, the knowledge
base relation person/organizations_founded between a person and the organization which
they founded can occur in texts as founder of, co-founded, one of the founders
of, helped establish, and so on. Toutanova et al. [2015] use a convolutional neural
network to get a vector representation for all textual and knowledge base relations based
on their expressions. From these representations, they compute the similarity between
predicates and relations, and between nodes and arguments from texts. This similarity
is further exploited in the loss function which finds an approximation of the adjacency
matrix combining knowledge base information and textual relations. Section 5.6.3 gives
a deeper overview of the combination of knowledge graphs and unstructured texts to
derive entity and relation representations for learning semantic relations.
5.4 RELATIONAL FEATURES: MODELLING THE CONTEXT
The relational features characterize the relation either directly (e.g., via an expression or
a dependency path between the two relation arguments in a given context), or by back-
ground relational features, i.e., a collection of patterns from a large corpus. The length
and the syntactic complexity of such expressions vary, so it is problematic to model
them formally in order to provide a learning system with a consistent form. Convolution
and tree kernels are frequent solutions in traditional machine learning methods. One
can also project background relational features into a fixed-size low-dimensional space.
There are solutions particularly suitable to deep learning: learning a composition func-
tion which produces a representation of fixed dimensions—usually a vector, a matrix,
or both—for any input string (Section 5.4.1 discusses compositionality), or represent-
ing and using directly a complex tree or graph structure (Section 5.4.2 discusses graph
neural networks).
5.4.1 COMPOSITIONALITY
The context—and even the relation arguments—can have variable length. The relevant
clues for relation learning can be spread across one or more words, which can appear in
different positions and in different grammatical roles. Various methods have been devel-
oped to represent such information as a fixed-size data structure and to use it efficiently
for relation classification. They assemble the representation of a text fragment, taking
into account different types of information, e.g., the word sequence, the grammatical
information, direct dependency paths, or the entire dependency structure. One can also
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make assumptions about what the final representation will be (a vector, a matrix, or
both), and so design an architecture which models an appropriate composition function.
This section presents several ways of assembling the textual clues and the context of
a relation instance. It focuses on compositionality not as a general concept and set of
techniques but as specific techniques already tried in the context of relation extraction
or classification. That is why it will not discuss configurations of recurrent and recur-
sive neural networks, convolutional neural networks or transformers not yet applied in
relation learning. In theory, at least, one can use any technique which builds a semantic
representation for a text fragment of variable length to represent this kind of contextual
information.
Averaged representation
The representation of a phrase as the average of the (distributional) representations of
its words is a good approximation of the meaning of a phrase, despite the simplicity
and the obvious disregard for word order [Mitchell and Lapata, 2010]. A phrase x of n
words x = w1, w2, . . . , wn, would be represented as
vx =
∑n
i=1 vwi
n
where vwi is the embedding of word wi. It is trivial to get such a representation for word
embeddings, which are real-valued vectors.
Part-of-speech (POS) information and the grammatical role which a word plays in
a sentence can add knowledge useful for representing the meaning of a word in context.
So, word embeddings can be combined with additional features, e.g., syntactic roles
or a word’s POS, to represent sentence substructures. Gormley et al. [2015] compute
substructure embeddings hwi = fwi ⊗ vwi , where fwi is a vector of hand-crafted features,
and ⊗ is the outer product. The annotated phrase embedding sums over the substructure
embeddings:
vx =
n∑
i=1
hwi =
n∑
i=1
fwi ⊗ vwi
Such a model can integrate in the low-dimensional continuous representation of
words either additional information from those words’ (local or global) context, or gen-
eral information such as types or categories.
Recurrent Neural Networks
Taking into account the word order, a phrase can be encoded as a sequence of words.
The representation of a phrase can be derived by a recurrent neural network (RNN)
which combines at each (time) step t the representation of words w1, w2, . . . , wt−1 with
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the current word wt [Mikolov et al., 2010]. An RNN has an input layer connected to one
or more hidden layers, and an output layer. The activation on the hidden layer at the
last step is customarily taken as the sequence encoding. The output layer depends on
the task (e.g., at each step t it is a word in a target language, or the type or topic of
the sentence in a classification task), and feedback trains or fine-tunes the input word
representations and the weights of the hidden layer(s). The hidden state is updated at
each step t with the representation vwt of the current word wt:
ht = f(ht−1,vwt)
f is a non-linear activation function, e.g., an element-wise logistic sigmoid function, or
an LSTM/GRU/ReLU unit.
A bi-directional RNN can also be used. At each time step t, the hidden layer combines
two representations: one for the forward sequence (as for the regular RNN), the other
for the backward sequence (the input phrase in reverse order, to allow the model to see
the “future”, i.e., the upcoming words).
A recurrent neural network helps ensure that word order is accounted for, and that
a word sequence of arbitrary length can be encoded as a fixed-length vector which then
serves as an input to a relation classifier, typically another neural network. In practice,
RNN units such as LSTMs [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997] or GRUs [Cho et al.,
2014] are used to address issues such as vanishing (or exploding) gradients during back-
propagation.10
Recursive Neural Networks
Figure 5.7: Recurrent and recursive neural networks [Socher et al., 2011b].
RNNs model word order but word relations beyond linear order, e.g., grammatical
structure, might also be worth modelling. The next level of complexity are recursive
10www.cs.toronto.edu/~rgrosse/courses/csc321_2017/readings/L15\%20Exploding\%20and\%20Vanishing\
%20Gradients.pdf
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neural networks, which can create a bottom-up representation for a tree-structured
context by recursively combining representations of sibling nodes—see Figure 5.7.
Given a phrase x of n words, x = w1, . . . , wn, and a tree which represents its syntactic
structure in some formalism, a recursive neural network assembles the representation of
the phrase bottom-up:
ai,j = f(ai,aj)
ai,j is the representation of the node ai,j in the hierarchical structure of the phrase, with
children ai and aj . A child can be an internal node in this structure, assembled from the
representation on its children, or a leaf node. For the latter, the representation will be
the embedding of the corresponding word: ai = vwi . The function f can take different
forms, just as it does for RNNs.
Incorporating dependency paths
The methods noted before—the averaged representation and the composition via RNNs
and recursive neural networks—have slowly incorporated more and more of the available
contextual information, including grammatical structural information. The next step is
to include information about the type of grammatical relations which connect the nodes
in the tree or graph representation of the context of a relation instance.
Relational features pick out evidence about two entities’ interaction in a given con-
text. One of the successfully applied types of relational features is the dependency path
which connects the potential relation arguments.
Figure 5.8: The dependency path (red) between entities e1 and e2 in the sentence “Jewelry
and other small [valuables]e1 were locked in a [safe]e2 or a closet with a deadbolt.” [Xu et al.,
2016].
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Figure 5.9: The two parts of the dependency path—separated by the common ancestor—
are encoded by RNNs over four information channels: words, part-of-speech tags, grammatical
relations, and WordNet hypernyms [Xu et al., 2016]. Relation prediction is based on a final
hidden layer, in which these representations are combined.
When it comes to the dependency structure, several levels of information can de-
scribe the connection between two words in a sentence. The first level is the dependency
path, a linear chain or a tree with two linear branches. The nodes on this basic path
can have more dependencies, which lie outside the path of interest but may add infor-
mation relevant to their meaning or role in the path. Such “side” dependencies makes
it an augmented dependency path [Liu et al., 2015], with a more complex tree structure
which can be encoded with string/tree/graph kernels. In deep learning, it can also be
encoded with various types of neural networks which gradually assemble the context
into a fixed-size input, and in effect implement a compositionality function.
The dependency path can be viewed as two branches which join the relation argu-
ments with a common ancestor [Xu et al., 2016]. Either branch can be encoded sep-
arately, and with various types of information: words, parts of speech, grammatical
relations, WordNet hypernyms, and so on. The dependency relations depicted in Figure
5.8 are encoded by means of deep RNNs, as shown in Figure 5.9. Relation prediction
is based on a vector representation which combines the outputs of the encoding of this
multi-layered information of the dependency paths.
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Each word in a dependency path may have additional relations which clarify its
semantics and its role in the phrase. Some of this information can help recognize the
semantic relation between the target arguments. Can et al. [2019] used the richer-but-
smarter shortest dependency path—augmented with dependent nodes selected by var-
ious attention mechanisms with kernel filters. This smartly augmented path is then
processed by a CNN.
Compositionality models
Figure 5.10: A recursive neural network which learns semantic vector representations of
phrases in a tree structure. Each word and each phrase is represented by a vector and a matrix,
e.g., very = (a, A). The representation of a phrase, e.g., very good, is assembled based on the
representations of its words [Socher et al., 2012].
The methods just discussed approach compositionality gradually, by combining se-
mantic representations of words. This ranges from simple averaging to the use of gram-
matical structure in assembling the meaning of a phrase. Grammatical relations, while
also used, were not modelled explicitly. This next step models the grammatical relations
themselves, either as part of word semantics or separately.
A word’s embedding is induced from the contexts in which it appears. This rep-
resentation expresses a variety of aspects related to the word’s form and meaning, as
properties of its position in the embedding space relative to the position of its mor-
phologically inflected forms, or other words [Mikolov et al., 2013c, Levy and Goldberg,
2014b, Finley et al., 2017, Ethayarajh et al., 2019]. It may be desirable to build word
representations which address specific aspects relevant to assembling the representation
of a phrase. In particular, they can have separate components to model the meaning of a
word and its “composition function”, essentially an operator which encodes how the word
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modifies the meaning of another word it combines with. The meaning vector and the
composition function of a phrase can be recursively assembled from their constituents
in recursive matrix-vector spaces [Socher et al., 2012]. The word’s meaning is modelled
as a vector, and its composition function as a matrix, as shown in Figure 5.10.
These representations are induced during training. Words whose semantic compo-
nent is stronger (e.g., content words such as nouns or verbs) will have a more informative
semantic component. Words with a more structural role (e.g., function words such as
prepositions or conjunctions) will have a more informative compositional component.
Both components would probably be equally strong for any content-altering modifier
(such as fake) or for a verb which functions as a hub for the event it signals.
Dependency relations can also be encoded explicitly. This keeps the composition
information outside a word’s representation, and allows different combinations to take
syntactic information into account. Liu et al. [2015] used recursive neural networks to
make the augmented dependency paths more compact. First, the (shortest) dependency
path between two entities is augmented with the sub-trees dominated by each head
word along the path. Each word has a dual representation: of its semantics, and of
the subtree it dominates. Dependency relations also have a vector representation. The
network assembles the representation of a phrase connecting two entities recursively,
using the augmented dependency path and the dependency relation representations.
Figure 5.11 illustrates.
Figure 5.11: Recursive representation of a phrase based on the augmented dependency path
and on the dependency relations [Liu et al., 2015].
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Transformer-based sentence embeddings
The methods we have reviewed thus far assemble the representation of a text fragment
gradually from pre-trained or learned word representations. The representation of a word
is fixed, regardless of the context in which the word appears. Transformer-based methods
tackle the problem differently: a text fragment (often a sentence) is directly encoded,
and a word may have different representations for different contexts. An adaptation
of transformers for relation learning poses the problem of providing information on
the relation’s arguments. Such information enables the system to learn the targeted
relation, and to assemble the fixed-length relation representation from the various layers
of information in the transformer.
Soares et al. [2019] change a transformer into such a relation encoder. They exper-
iment with various ways of supplying information about the location of the arguments
in the input text, and with different learning set-ups. The first set-up was relation clas-
sification from manually annotated data. The results were the best when entity markers
(special tokens [E1start], [E1end], [E2start], [E2end]) signaled the start and end positions
of the two relation arguments in the text fragment, and when the concatenation of the
final hidden states corresponding to [E1start] and [E2start] was taken as a relation in-
stance representation. This mirrors the use of the output state which corresponds to the
special [CLS] token as the sentence representation [Devlin et al., 2018].11
In the second set-up, distant supervision, Soares et al. take the transformer config-
uration developed for the classification task, and aim to produce and then compare the
relation representations for pairs of entities in context. The loss function in this case
is adjusted to lead to similar representations for relations which link the same pairs
of entities. To encourage the system to incorporate contextual information and avoid
excessive reliance on the entities in a pair, a special [BLANK] token replaces one or both
of them in the automatically annotated corpus. For each positive instance, Soares et al.
sample negative examples which do not contain the same entity pair, and use contrastive
estimation to learn to rank positive instances higher than those presumed negative.
5.4.2 GRAPH NEURAL NETWORKS FOR ENCODING SYNTACTIC GRAPHS
The foregoing was a survey of the mapping of a phrase relevant to relation classification
onto a fixed-sized representation, which can be used as input to a neural network for
relation classification. The success of such mappings depends on the method of compos-
ing the meaning of the larger phrase from its atomic components and from structural
information. The encoding of a phrase can also be based on its (constituency or depen-
dency) graph structure. Previous neural architectures which expect a sequence as input
require preprocessing to linearize the graph. This is troublesome: a graph does not have
11The first token of every sequence in BERT is a special classification token [CLS].
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one natural order, unless it is a particular kind of linear chain. The output of a model
which encodes a graph should not depend on the input order of the nodes. Since the
patterns possibly relevant to relation learning may in fact be structural patterns in the
graph, it is advantageous to encode the graph structure rather than one of its linear
projections.
The recursive neural networks discussed in the preceding section do encode a non-
linear structure: the directed acyclic graph (DAG). They still require preprocessing of
the input to decide how this information is to be presented to the neural network. They
also can only process certain types of graph structures.
Scarselli et al. [2009] introduced a connectionist model, graph neural networks, which
subsumes recursive neural networks. A GNN models the structure of a graph via func-
tions which aggregate a node’s local or even wider neighbourhood, and it iteratively
updates an initial graph representation. To learn the representation of the graph, the
GNNminimizes a loss function which captures the difference between the task-dependent
predicted output and the gold standard. Scarselli et al.’s GNN model works on homoge-
neous undirected graphs. Further work has produced models for directed, heterogeneous,
dynamic and other types of graphs; there is an overview in [Zhou et al., 2018].
Our discussion here focuses on a few models which have been applied to encod-
ing the structured textual context for relation instances, in particular on dependency
graphs. Section 5.6.1, in the segment of the book devoted to relation learning, will look
at the encoding of large knowledge graphs using GNNs. From the point of view of struc-
tured textual context, of particular interest are the aggregation functions which encode
a node’s neighbourhood, and the update steps. The aggregation functions, apart from
capturing the neighbourhood structure of the nodes, can incorporate additional infor-
mation, such as attributes of the nodes and of the edges, e.g., bags of words, geolocation,
timestamps, images.
The dependency path between the arguments of a relation can be regarded as a tree
rooted in a common ancestor. From the standpoint of deep learning, such a structure can
be encoded as a bidirectional (top-down and bottom-up) tree-structured LSTM-RNN
[Miwa and Bansal, 2016]. The bidirectional model ensures that the information from
the root of the path and from the leaves is propagated to each node. Weight matrices
for same-type children are shared, and they allow for a variable number of children.
This model can encode either the shortest path between the relation arguments and the
sub-tree, i.e., the tree below the lowest common ancestor of the target nodes, or the full
dependency tree.
As noted earlier, the augmented dependency path includes dependency information
on the words on the path. Too much of such information can distract from the relevant
portions. One way to control the path is to prune the augmented dependency path: the
(syntactic) tree is pruned below the lowest common ancestor by removing tokens further
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Figure 5.12: Example of a document relation graph, obtained using sequential and syntactic
relations (discourse relations are omitted for clarity) [Peng et al., 2017].
than k steps away from the dependency path between the target words. This ensures
that negation and relevant modifiers are kept, while the size of the tree is reduced [Zhang
et al., 2018].
Graph neural networks can also help tackle cross-sentence relations. Links beyond
the sentence level can be established by sequential or discourse relations. Figure 5.12
shows a document representation which incorporates intra- and inter-sentential depen-
dencies, such as sequential, syntactic and discourse relations.
This structure can be encoded with graph LSTMs by partitioning the document
graph into two DAGs. One DAG contains the left-to-right linear chain and other forward-
pointing dependencies. The other DAG covers the right-to-left linear chain and the
backward-pointing dependencies. The effect is a mapping of the graph structure into a
BiLSTM formalism [Peng et al., 2017]. This representation is used to learn a contextual
representation for each word. Such representations give the input to a relation classifier
either by simple concatenation, if the arguments are single words, or by first building
an averaged representation for multi-word terms.
5.5 DATA
Neural networks are powerful but they require copious training data because they must
learn a great many parameters. Some datasets used in traditional learning have also
found use in deep learning, although mostly as test data because of their small size.
Section 5.5.1 reviews additional datasets created and applied in this framework. Just as
in traditional learning, distant supervision methods have been developed, taking advan-
tage of particular characteristics of deep learning to deal with automatically annotated
noisy data. Section 5.5.2 describes a few of the deep-learning methods of coping with
noisy data, such as adversarial networks and reinforcement learning.
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5.5.1 DATASETS
Wikipedia infoboxes were one of the sources of clean relation instances needed in relation
extraction. This was the starting point of Freebase, a collaboratively built database,
currently available from Wikidata.12 Various subsets of these data have been in use,
frequently for link prediction methods, e.g., [Socher et al., 2011a, Trouillon et al., 2017,
Gardner and Mitchell, 2015], or for distant supervision based on knowledge graphs.
Other knowledge graphs, taken from such resources such as NELL and WordNet, have
also played a role in link prediction and as sources for distant supervision. Table 5.1
shows the statistics of some of the datasets most commonly used in relation learning.
Table 5.1: Knowledge graph datasets used for link prediction or as sources for distant
supervision. (The question marks signal the absence of published statistics.)
Data set # entities # relation instances # relation types
FB 20M 67M 4,215
FB15K 14,951 600k 1,345
FB [Mintz et al., 2009] 940k 1.8M 102
FB [Riedel et al., 2010] ? 743k 53
NELL 1.2M 3.4M 520
WN18 40,943 150k 18
Google RE ? 54k 5
GDS ? 18,824 5
FewRel ? 70,000 100
FewRel 2.0 ? 72,500 125
The Google Relation Extraction (RE) corpus [Sun et al., 2013]13 consists of instances
of five binary relations: perGraduatedFromInstitution, perHasDegree, perPlaceOfBirth, perPlace-
OfDeath, and NA (none of the above). The corresponding sentences come from Wikipedia.
Annotation was manual but the instances do contain noise, also in the test partition.
Jat et al. [2018] introduced a variation of this dataset, the Google Distant Supervision
dataset. It starts with the Google RE relation triples, and searches the Web to find
instances where the relation arguments in the triple co-occur.
Several datasets are available for n-ary relations as well. There are Wiki-90k and
WF-20k,14 built from binary relation instances in Wikidata and Freebase. Akimoto
et al. [2019] defined ternary relations by combining binary relations. Instances of these
relations were mapped onto paragraphs consisting of at most three sentences from the
12www.wikidata.org/
13code.google.com/p/relation-extraction-corpus/
14github.com/aurtg/n-ary-dataset
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English Wikipedia, processed with Stanford CoreNLP for dependency parsing and coref-
erence resolution, and with DBpedia Spotlight for entity detection.
Few-shot learning is a new direction of research in relation extraction/classification:
learning from a small number of examples. Han et al.’s [2018] dataset FewRel serves this
specific purpose.15 It consists of 70,000 instances, 700 instances for each of 100 relation
types. The relations are derived from Wikidata and matched onto Wikipedia articles,
and then crowd-sourced for annotation. FewRel 2.0,16 developed by Gao et al. [2019],
expands FewRel with a new test set from the biomedical domain for exploring few-shot
domain adaptation. It also provides a few-shot none-of-the-above detection setting.
A catalogue of annotated datasets for relation extraction—reference papers and
links—appears in a very useful GitHub repository.17
5.5.2 DISTANT SUPERVISION
Distant supervision is a popular method of acquiring additional (large amounts of)
training data starting with (a small set of) annotated data from some related tasks. For
relation extraction in particular, large amounts of automatically annotated data—in the
form of sentences with source and relation targets marked—can be obtained using out-of-
context (source, relation, target) relation triples in knowledge repositories. The sources
and targets in these triples are mapped onto unstructured texts. The assumption is that
all or most of the newly found sentences will carry the target relation. This naturally
produces noisy data. Dealing with noise—or reducing it during the data generation
process—is a thorny problem. There are methods of countering it. The switch to deep
learning has led to new solutions of this problem; they are surveyed in this section.
Structured learning
Evidence that a sentence contains an instance of a targeted relation can come from the
sentence itself or from a larger corpus. One can filter out false positives by establishing
similarity between the phrase which connects potential relation arguments in a corpus
and the phrase which expresses the relation in the knowledge base [Ru et al., 2018]. The
evidence from the sentence and from the corpus can be further aggregated to induce
latent variables helpful in predicting if a relation has an instance in the given sentence
[Hoffmann et al., 2011]. Such latent variables which model relational information can be
induced from a low-dimensional representation of a sentence produced by a convolutional
neural network [Bai and Ritter, 2019].
An entity pair from a knowledge graph can be connected by relations of several
types. Relation learning in such cases is therefore often treated as a multi-instance
15zhuhao.me/fewrel
16thunlp.github.io/fewrel.html
17github.com/davidsbatista/Annotated-Semantic-Relationships-Datasets
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multi-label learning problem [Hoffmann et al., 2011, Surdeanu et al., 2012]. The labels
themselves, i.e., the relations, can also have semantic connections. For example, the
Freebase relation /location/location/capital connecting a capital city with its country is sub-
sumed by /location/location/contains. All information of this kind can be harnessed to learn
the filtering of the automatically annotated sentences.
An efficient way of filtering automatically generated data is to filter sets—usually
bags—of instances rather than individual instances. Automatically annotated sentences
can be grouped in bags in various ways. For example, a bag may contain all sentences
extracted for a given relation triple. Zeng et al. [2015] learn such a filter; their objective
function applied at the bag level incorporates the uncertainty of the instance labels. The
function assigns each bag a positive label (the bag has at least one positive instance) or
a negative label (the bag has no positive instances). Su et al. [2018] build an encoder-
decoder model for each bag to predict a sequence of relations (starting with the most
specific one) instantiated in the bag. The encoder produces a semantic representation
of the whole bag of instances; to do that, it considers a representation of the source and
target entities, and a semantic representation of the sentences assembled using a CNN.
The decoder takes the representation of the bag so acquired, and a neural model which
learns dependencies between the semantic relations in the entire dataset; the decoder
then produces a sequence of relation predictions, starting with the most specific relation
which can hold.
Figure 5.13: Entity-pair × sentence matrix in
distant supervision [Fan et al., 2014].
Distant supervision can be seen as
the filling of entries in the label section
of an entity-pair×sentence co-occurrence
matrix; this appears in Figure 5.13.
The matrix combines gold-standard train-
ing instances and automatically labeled
instances: rows represent entity pairs,
columns represent (noisy) textual fea-
tures from the corresponding sentences
and (incomplete) relation labels. To fill
in the incomplete relation labels, the ma-
trix is factorized into two low-rank ma-
trices: item×feature and item×label. The
assumption is that the noisy features and
the incomplete labels are semantically correlated [Fan et al., 2014]. The resulting low-
dimensional feature and label representations can help compute the relation labels for
the test data.
A knowledge graph—the usual source in distant supervision—provides much more
information than just individual relation triples. Wang et al. [2018] do not use the la-
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bels associated with automatically extracted sentences. Instead, they devise a relation-
learning process which relies on the fact that multiple entity pairs from a knowledge
graph display the same relations, and that some pairs may appear in only one kind of
relation (e.g., the relation between Toronto and Canada can be /location/location/contains
but not /location/location/capital); there also is information about the type of entities con-
nected by a given relation and an encoding of the KG relation. From the relation triples
in the KG, the system induces entity and relation representations using the TransE
model. The model approximates each relation type as a translation vector in a low-
dimensional space: source+ relation ≈ target (this will be shown in Table 5.2 in Section
5.6.1). In the extracted sentences, source and target entities are replaced with their types
as supplied by the KG. A neural network with attention learns sentence embeddings such
that the embedding of a sentence is close to the target-source pair, so ultimately close
to the representation of a relation. At test time, a sentence is assigned a relation label
dictated by its embedding and its closest relation induced with TransE.
Vashishth et al. [2018] also take advantage of entity type information from Free-
base and relation alias information—different relation names in (subject, verb, object)
triples extracted from texts—to impose soft constraints on relation prediction. A graph
convolution network formalism is used to encode syntactic information from candidate
sentences and to produce sentence embeddings. From these representations, the system
induces representations of bags of instances, which are then combined with relation
embeddings and entity type embeddings, and a softmax classifier predicts the relation.
Adversarial networks
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) have had much success in dealing with the
lack of training data, because they automatically generate new data to match a small
set of gold-standard annotated data. In this formalism, a generator is pitted against
a discriminator. The generator tries to generate data according to an underlying (un-
known) distribution, and the discriminator tries to distinguish automatically generated
data from the (relatively little) gold standard data with the desired distribution. The
generator works best when the discriminator fails; this shows that it can generate data
from the desired distribution. While this idea is not new [Schmidhuber, 1999], and has
been implemented for traditional learning paradigms [Dalvi et al., 2004, Zhou et al.,
2012], it has proven particularly fruitful in deep learning [Goodfellow et al., 2014].
The training of a generator and a discriminator has been applied in filtering in-
stances for the distance supervision of relation classification. Here, the generator need
not actually generate new instances; it can just sample the set of sentences automat-
ically annotated for relations. The problem is to sample the true positives from the
automatically generated noisy data. The discriminator is tested on a small amount of
gold-standard annotated data. The process “wins” when the discriminator cannot distin-
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guish its gold-standard true positives from the sentences selected from the automatically
annotated data, according to Goodfellow et al.
The sampling of true positives can be based on a computed probability that a given
sentence contains an instance of the target relation [Qin et al., 2018a]; the sentences
with the highest probability are passed on to the discriminator. Normally, a GAN’s
discriminator would pitch the automatically selected instances against a gold-standard
annotated set. Qin et al. forgo supervision. They assume a rough split of the automat-
ically annotated data, based on the overlap with the source of distant supervision. A
set P of “true positive” data comprises sentences with both arguments of an existing
relation in Freebase. In the sets NG and ND (negative data for the generator and the
discriminator, respectively), the entities in the sentence do not appear in a relation in-
stance in Freebase. Qin et al. use P and NG to pretrain a generator model; the model
is updated until a stopping criterion has been met, as in typical GANs. Unlike a typical
GAN, the discriminator is also pretrained, and this configuration is restored at the be-
ginning of each epoch. The generator assigns a probability score to every instance in P .
The set of instances is split into T (instances with a high probability) and F = P \ T .
The parameters of the discriminator are adjusted in such a way that T plays the role of
negative data, F of the positive data. The loss function of the discriminator computes a
signal which is only used to determine the reward function for adjusting the parameters
of the generator. The performance of the discriminator is evaluated on ND, the set of
negative examples. The intuition seems to be as follows: if the discriminator learns to
assign lower probability to instances of T
Figure 5.14: Li et al.’s [2019] GAN architec-
ture: gold standard and automatically anno-
tated sentences are encoded by the same en-
coder.
(which it treats as negative), then it will
become worse at distinguishing positive
and negative instances, so it will perform
poorly at scoring the negative data ND.
Information in a sentence often ends
up compressed into a single probability
value. Such compression obscures the var-
ious facets of the sentence. There is an
alternative: construct a vector represen-
tation of the sentence, perhaps using a
convolutional neural network; and use it
to build and train the generator and the
discriminator [Li et al., 2019]. This pro-
cedure, illustrated in Figure 5.14, can be
combined with additional methods of fil-
tering the automatically annotated data. Li et al. produce a cleaner training set from
entity descriptions collected from Wikipedia. As positives instances, they take the sen-
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tences with entity mentions which appear not only in a relation in the source of distant
supervision, but in each other’s description. If they do not, the sentence is considered a
negative instance.
Neural networks with attention
Automatically generated true positive and false positive sentences may share features
which can be exploited to filter the distantly supervised dataset. To find such features,
the meaning of the sentences should be represented in a systematic manner, by a mech-
anism which reveals shared patterns.
Convolutional neural networks are good at finding patterns. The induced sentence
representations can be used directly with a sentence-level attention model which reduces
the weights of noisy (false positive) sentences [Lin et al., 2016]. They can also lead to
aggregate representations of groups of sentences, in particular bags of sentences extracted
for each relation r and (source, target) pair.
Ye and Ling [2019] apply a bag-level attention mechanism to relation-aware repre-
sentations built for each bag as (attention-)weighted sums of sentence representations
matched against each relation. Sentence representations are built by CNNs over word
embeddings, taking into account positional information about the source and the target.
This weighted sum of sentence representations is matched against every possible relation
(not just the target relation): the same entity pair can have different relations in different
contexts (e.g., Barack Obama was born in the United States and Barack Obama was the
44th President of the United States). Bags which share a relation label are assembled
into a bag group. An attention mechanism helps weight sentences for the construction
of the bag representation. The mechanism is expected to give smaller weight (pay less
attention) to noisy sentences. A similar attention mechanism should give lower weight
to noisy bags in a bag group. The attention model is trained to weight more highly
sentences more likely to express the desired relations.
Beltagy et al. [2019] combine adversarial training with attention; that improves the
automatic selection of positive instances from automatically selected—therefore noisy—
sentences which contain the target relations. Beltagy et al.’s work improves the model’s
ability to assign lower weights to noisy sentences, those which do not contain the target
relation. Another trouble with distant supervision is that sentences contain more infor-
mation than just the target relation, and such additional phrases may conceal the target
relation. Filtering out some of the noise can make it easier for an attention model to
find, and properly weight, relevant features. Liu et al. [2018] implement such a filter. In
word-level distant supervision for relation extraction, where filtering is based on syntac-
tic information, a robust entity-wise attention model will give more weight to semantic
features of relational words in a sentence.
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Attention models are usually implemented as weight vectors. This one-dimensional
view may insufficiently account for complex interactions in textual contexts. Du et al.
[2018] propose a multi-level multi-dimensional attention model in a multi-instance learn-
ing framework. A 2D attention matrix identifies aspects of the interaction of two entities
in a sentential context, while another 2D attention matrix picks up relevant sentence-
level features.
The attention mechanism relies on the neural model for the encoding of relevant
and noteworthy features. With respect to relation extraction, some such features should
capture semantic aspects of the entities involved. The sentential context may not contain
enough information for this, so one could give the model additional information in the
form of entity descriptions. Ji et al. [2017] extract entity descriptions from Freebase and
Wikipedia pages, and give those to a model which includes sentence-level attention.
Reinforcement learning
The decision which instance is useful—is a true positive—can be treated as a game.
Generally, in a game an agent starts in an initial state, chooses a series of actions which
lead to a final state, and is rewarded or penalized depending on whether the final state is
good or bad. This reward/penalty controls the adjustment of the agent’s model, which
dictates what actions to take in a given state.
In relation extraction, the purpose of the game is to find true positive sentences
among those automatically extracted and annotated. At each step, the agent chooses an
instance from this automatically generated set. In the final state, there is a training set
of properly labeled instances. A model is built from this training set, and evaluated on
a small set of gold-standard data. A good training set yields a good model for learning
to predict relations, and a noisy training set leads to poor performance on the task. The
result of this evaluation determines the agent’s reward or penalty; based on that, the
agent adjusts its method of choosing instances and assigning each of them a positive or
negative label.
Formally, state st corresponds to the training data selected until time t, the target
relation ri, and the relation arguments—source-target in the currently considered in-
stance. The action for this instance is either to accept it as true positive and include it
in the training data, to include it as a negative instance, or to reject it. The reward is
evaluated after the instances in the automatically generated dataset (or in a bag cor-
responding to a given source-target pair) have been processed, and the final relation
classification model built and evaluated.
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Figure 5.15: Example of a reinforcement-
learning architecture in which a relation clas-
sifier selects instances [Feng et al., 2018].
Feng et al. 2018 and Qin et al. [2018b]
apply this form of reinforcement learn-
ing in the selection of training data for
relation learning. When the agent de-
cides on the action, it relies on a rela-
tion classification model, implemented as
a convolutional neural network. The re-
ward/penalty feedback guides the adjust-
ment of the parameters of this CNN. Fig-
ure 5.15 illustrates the process.
The process can be improved if the fo-
cus is not only on false positives but on
false negatives. (A false positive is an au-
tomatically generated sentence which does not actually express one of the target rela-
tions, despite containing both arguments of a relation. A false negative is a sentence
discarded because it did not contain an exact expression of the arguments of a relation.)
Yang et al. [2019] focus on identifying both false positives and false negatives. They
treat this as a reinforcement problem, in which an agent should decide if an instance
is mislabeled. The task is split between two agents: one of them detects false positives,
the other false negatives.
The adjustment of action selection as a result of feedback is a critical step in rein-
forcement learning. Earlier work relied on a relation classifier to take an action, and the
reward/penalty indicated how to adjust the parameters of the model. The action can
also be the result of more complex processing. Liu et al. [2019a] developed a reinforce-
ment learning process in which a GAN-like method performs a policy improvement step.
A policy is a probability distribution which maps states to actions. The improvement
of a policy was modelled as a form of imitation learning.18 It takes the current policy
as the prior knowledge and generates improved policies. The reward is implicit in the
policy improvement operator. In the policy evaluation step, the current policy network
is rated by a measure of the difference between the probability distribution under the
current policy and under the improved policy.
Teacher-student networks
The teacher-student semi-supervised learning formalism takes a small amount of labeled
data and a large amount of unlabeled data. The unlabeled data are used to learn to
produce appropriate representations from which predictions will be made. The quality of
the predictions is assessed on the small set of labeled examples. The student is a learned
18Imitation learning aims to mimic human behavior in a given task. An agent is trained to perform the task from
demonstrations by learning a mapping between observations and actions.
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model updated by means of back-propagation, while the teacher is an average of the
student models over a number of iterations. The student and the teacher are exposed
to different types of noise generated by omitting random words, and that is meant to
force them to build robust representations [Luo et al., 2019].
5.6 LEARNING SEMANTIC RELATIONS
There are many ways of representing the semantics of words/entities, relational clues
from the context, and even the relations themselves. Various architectures can combine
this information, and in fact it is often derived jointly. This section presents several ways
in which such representations can be integrated in a deep-learning method. The methods
are grouped by the sources and information support for the relation learned: learning
relations in knowledge graphs (Section 5.6.1), learning relations from texts (Section
5.6.2), learning relations from texts and knowledge graphs (Section 5.6.3), n-ary and
cross-sentence relations (Section 5.6.4), unsupervised relation extraction (Section 5.6.5),
and finally lifelong learning (Section 5.6.6).
5.6.1 LEARNING RELATIONS IN KNOWLEDGE GRAPHS
A knowledge graph KG = (V, E ,R) contains knowledge in the form of relation triples
(s, r, t) ∈ E , where the vertices s, t ∈ V are entities and r ∈ R is a relation type. Knowl-
edge graphs are not complete. Additional links (facts) can be inferred, because similar
nodes are involved in similar relations, e.g., every country has a capital city. KGs can
be encoded with a variety of modelling techniques; this results in encodings for both the
entities and the relations. The organization of the section reflects the ways in which a
graph can be encoded: by learning models which approximate its connectivity informa-
tion, or by encoding the structure via node neighbourhoods.
Link prediction
Graph embedding methods rely on the idea that the graph’s connectivity structure
informs the representations of entities and relations. The representation of an entity
takes into account the relations it is part of; the representation of a relation takes
into account the entities it connects. A few essential design decisions must be made:
the type of structure to represent entities and relations (e.g., vectors or matrices); the
scoring function to calculate a score for a pair of entities and a relation type based
on these representations (the score should be 1 if the edge in question exists); and the
loss function to compare the automatic predictions with the gold standard. Nickel et al.
[2016a] present a survey of statistical relational learning methods for knowledge graphs,
including graph embeddings, path-based algorithms and Markov logic networks. Wang
et al. [2017] and Ji et al. [2020] focus on knowledge graph embedding methods, and
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present a comprehensive overview. This section summarizes some of those methods; the
surveys can offer the reader a deeper look.
Knowledge graphs contain only positive instances, i.e., relation instances known
to exist. The link prediction task precludes the closed-world assumption, otherwise,
every missing link would be a legitimate not_related relation. To produce non-trivial
models, “negative” edges are needed. A variety of methods can be used to sample a
number of missing edges for each positive instance [Kotnis and Nastase, 2018]. A scoring
function applied to such apparently negative instances should return a score close to 0.
Alternatively, since these instances are only presumed to be negative, the scoring and the
loss functions can implement contrastive estimation [Gutmann and Hyvarinen, 2012]:
the score for a positive instance should be higher that the score for all the negative
instances sampled for it.
Graph-embedding methods learn representations vx for entity x and r for relation r.
The fact that relation r holds between the source and target nodes s and t is modelled
by a scoring function f (discussed briefly in Section 5.3.2). The entity embeddings vx
are usually d-dimensional vectors, where d is a parameter. The representation of the
relation has taken various forms, e.g., a d-dimensional vector (Trans* [Bordes et al.,
2013, Wang et al., 2014, Lin et al., 2015]), a diagonal matrix (DistMult [Yang et al.,
2015]), or a d× d matrix (Rescal and its variations [Nickel et al., 2011]).
The entity and the relation embeddings can be considered to belong to different
embedding spaces, and projections can be used to map entity embeddings onto the
relation space [Lin et al., 2015, Ji et al., 2015, 2016]. Entities and relations are most
commonly modelled as deterministic points or vectors in continuous vector spaces. In
contrast, He et al. [2015] and Xiao et al. [2016] propose models which represent both
entities and relations as vectors drawn from Gaussian distributions. Such representations
allow variations in the meaning of a semantic relation for different (source, target) pairs,
and for sources and targets in different contexts.
Table 5.2 shows examples of graph embedding models. The column Entity emb.
contains the implementation choice for the entity embeddings: a real- or complex-valued
d-dimensional vector, or a d-dimensional vector drawn from a normal distribution.19 The
column Relation emb. lists the chosen representation structure for the relation: a real- or
complex-valued d-dimensional vector, a real-valued d× d-matrix, or a d-dimensional real-
valued vector drawn from a normal distribution. The Scoring function column presents
the calculation of the score for a relation triple, given the representation choices.
Methods such as Rescal [Nickel et al., 2011] and Neural Tensor Networks [Socher
et al., 2013] learn millions of parameters. That makes them more flexible (they can model
a variety of relations well) but there are costs: increased computational complexity and a
chance of overfitting. Methods such as TransE [Bordes et al., 2013] and DistMult [Yang
19N (µ, σ2I) represents the normal distribution with mean µ and covariance matrix σ2I.
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Table 5.2: A small sample of graph embedding methods. There is a comprehensive
overview in [Wang et al., 2017] and [Ji et al., 2020]. References for the methods: TransE
[Bordes et al., 2013], DistMult [Yang et al., 2015], Rescal [Nickel et al., 2011], ComplEx [Trouillon
et al., 2017], TransG [Xiao et al., 2016], ConvE [Dettmers et al., 2018].
Method Entity emb. Relation emb. Scoring function
TransE vs,vt ∈ Rd r ∈ Rd ‖vs + r− vt‖
DistMult vs,vt ∈ Rd r ∈ Rd v>s diag(r)vt
Rescal vs,vt ∈ Rd Mr ∈ Rd×d v>s Mrvt
ComplEx vs,vt ∈ Cd r ∈ Cd Re(v>s diag(r)v¯t)
TransG
vs ∼ N (µs, σ2sI)
vt ∼ N (µt, σ2t I)
µs, µt ∈ Rd
Σs,Σt ∈ Rd×d
µir ∼ N (µt − µs, (σ2s + σ2t )I)
r =
∑
i pi
i
rµ
i
r ∈ Rd
(piir are weights)
∑
i pi
i
rexp
(
−‖µs+µ
i
r−µt‖22
σ2s+σ
2
t
)
ConvE
vs ∈ Rdh×dw
(dhdw = d)
vt ∈ Rd
r ∈ Rdh×dw
f(vec(f([vs; r] ∗ ω))W )vt
(∗ is the convolution operator,
ω is a CNN filter,
W is a weight matrix)
et al., 2015] learn simpler models, with far fewer parameters, and are easier to train,
but they cannot model certain types of relations, such as many-to-many (TransE) and
asymmetric relations (DistMult). Nickel et al. [2016b]’s holographic embeddings (HolE)
achieve the modelling power of Rescal with fewer parameters by compressing the
tensor product. Complex-valued embeddings (ComplEx) [Trouillon et al., 2017] extend
DistMult to model antisymmetric relations.
A graph-structure encoding approximates, in effect, the adjacency matrix of a graph.
The matrix captures the view of a graph as a collection of triples. A graph can also be
represented as a collection of paths. Paths in graphs can result from graph traversal
(e.g., breath first/depth first/etc.) or random walks.
Paths can assist relation learning in various ways. When regarded as a sequences of
nodes and relations, a path can serve as a “sentence” for the purpose of deriving node
and relation representations. Paths are the input, in lieu of a regular corpus, to word2vec
[Mikolov et al., 2013a]. Representations of the nodes and relations are produced just as
one would do it for words in a sentence [Perozzi et al., 2014].
A path can be treated as a description of the source and target nodes (it contains
information about their neighbourhoods) or the relation between them (it shows alter-
native chains of links from the source to the target). Paths, then, can contribute directly
as features to the prediction of new links in a knowledge graph. Lao et al. [2011] show
how to obtain and apply bounded-length path types, or meta-paths (sequences of rela-
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tions): they generalize alternative paths found between the source and the target in the
graph connected by the same relation r. The meta-paths work as features in predicting
if relation r holds between node pairs previously not connected by r.
Gardner and Mitchell [2015] use paths to describe the source and target nodes, and
the relation between them. They extract features from the local subgraphs around each
node in a (potential) pair. The local information around node n is the set of (path type,
end node) pairs collected by random walks which originate in n. The representations for
a source and target node are combined by the merging of path types based on shared
end nodes on those paths.
Guu et al. [2015] show that most latent factor models, notably matrix factorization
models, can be modified to learn from paths rather than from individual triples; that
improves the performance. Recurrent neural networks which learn path representations
have also been used for link prediction [Neelakantan et al., 2015, Das et al., 2016].
Relations can also share information. For example, the relation currency_of_film_budget
can be viewed as composed of the relations currency_of_country and country_of_film. This
kind of information may promote better relation representations. Takahashi et al. [2018]
use an autoencoder which further processes the relation matrices obtained by matrix
factorization with the Rescal model. The autoencoder compresses the relation ma-
trix into a smaller vector representation, from which the matrix is regenerated. This
encoding-decoding process encourages the induction of relation matrices which incorpo-
rate similarities and dependencies between the relations.
The previously described graph embeddings took into account the structure of the
graph, and encoded entities and relations in various types of structures. The entity and
relation representations fully determine the scoring function used to approximate the
graph structure and then to predict new edges.
Information in a knowledge graph can be encoded in other ways, for example when
relation triples are taken into account as separate instances. The focus in such a case
would be on modelling the interaction between arguments and relations to boost la-
tent patterns, such as shared or interacting dimensions. Dettmers et al. [2018] use a
multi-layer CNN, whose input is a 2D encoding of the source entity and relation in a
(source, relation, target) triple. The filters applied to this source-relation “image” are
common to all instances in the training data (and so to all relation types). The applica-
tion of the filters over the 2D representation produces feature maps; a fully connected
layer projects the maps onto a hidden layer which represents an entity embedding. The
predicted embedding vector is multiplied with the entity matrix and then transformed
by a sigmoid function; that, in effect, produces a similarity score between the predicted
embedding and the embeddings of the entities in the graph. Dettmers et al.’s method
makes it possible to perform a 1-to-N mapping, simultaneously testing all possible tar-
gets of a source-relation combination.
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Jiang et al. [2019] take Dettmers et al.’s method further. They start from the premise
that concatenating the 2D representations of the subject and the relation does not
allow for enough interaction between the dimensions of the subject and relation. Jiang
et al.’s system takes as input only a 2D representation of the source entity, and the
representation of the relation is transformed into a set of filters. This enables a more
diverse and comprehensive interaction between the representation of the subject and the
relation. In contrast with Dettmers et al.’s work, each relation type has its own filters.
Graph Neural Networks
The graph encoding methods which we discussed in connection with link prediction do
not take full advantage of the graph structure. For example, a node’s neighbourhood
should provide useful information. Graph neural networks (GNNs) were designed to
acquire such information down to any depth. GNNs, proposed first by Scarselli et al.
[2009], aggregate this information into a fixed-sized representation. The aggregation
function—message passing—must be invariant in the neighbourhood shape or size. Zhou
et al. [2018] present a comprehensive view of GNNs; it is summarized here from the point
of view of their connection to semantic relation learning.
GNNs were inspired by convolutional neural networks, which can find patterns at
different levels and then compose them into expressive representations. There are three
key aspects of CNNs which allow them to produce such representation: local information
(in graphs, it is node neighbourhood); shared weights (this reduces the computing cost);
and multi-layer structures which deal with hierarchical patterns and so capture features
of various sizes (this maps naturally into the hierarchical structure of graphs). It is an
important characteristic of a GNN that its output is invariant in the input order of
nodes. The relation information, which represents the dependency between two nodes,
can be explicitly integrated into the model, including the relation’s potential attributes.
A node is defined by its features, the related nodes, and the type of relations which
connect it with its neighbours. Learning a GNN implies learning a hidden state hv ∈ Rd
which encodes the neighbourhood information for node v. This vector can be used to
produce an output ov which corresponds, for example, to v’s label. The basis for inducing
such representations is a local transition function f which combines the features of the
node (xv), the features of its edges (xco[v]), the states of the nodes in its neighbourhood
(hne[v]), and the features of the nodes in its neighbourhood (xne[v]). Formally, the hidden
state is defined as
hv = f(xv,xco[v],hne[v],xne[v])
The output depends on v’s hidden state and feature vector. It is defined as
ov = g(hv,xv)
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where g is a local output function. To learn g’s and h’s internal parameters, GNNs need
a loss function. It compares the predicted output ov for a node with the gold standard
tv from a given training set V:
loss =
∑
v∈V
(tv − ov)
Not only are knowledge graphs incomplete but they are incomplete in an imbalanced
way. The node degrees and relation frequency plots for Freebase and NELL in Figure 5.6
(in Section 5.3.2) illustrate this difficulty. Because of the skewed structure, using graph
neural networks to encode large-scale knowledge graphs can give low-quality encodings
of nodes and relations. One way of dealing with this skewness is to limit the size of the
considered neighbourhood by sampling. Niepert [2016] shows how to map discriminative
Gaifman models (a novel family of relational machine learning models) onto KGs by
learning representations from local bounded-sized neighbourhoods. The model is built
bottom up from these neighbourhoods, allowing for the efficient transfer of learned
representations between connected objects.
A graph convolution network (GCN) aggregates the signal for each node in the
network: it sums over the incoming signals from the node’s predecessor nodes. The
signal can be enriched with information about the type of relations between connected
nodes, making them Relational Graph Convolution Networks (R-GCN). Schlichtkrull
et al.’s [2018] transformation of the incoming signal from a connected node is based on
the connecting relation. The transformation is encoded as matrix multiplication, where
each relation is represented by its own matrix. The resulting representations can be used
in a link prediction formalism, as discussed in the preceding subsection.
To assist in the task of relation classification/extraction, the GCN formalism can
be applied not only to knowledge graphs but to graphs which identify connections be-
tween relation types. Freebase relations, for example, have specific names (such as /peo-
ple/person/ethnicity or /people/person/nationality) which can help organize the relations them-
selves into a graph structure. The adoption of such a relation graph as additional infor-
mation in the KG encoding process can help encourage similar relations to have similar
representations. Zhang et al. [2019b] initialize the representation of the leaf relations
with representations induced by matrix factorization, and the representations of inter-
nal nodes with averages of the representations of their children. Zhang et al. then use
GCN to update these representations, so that similar relations have similar representa-
tions. The purpose of this process is to bootstrap additional information from the KG
to induce more informative representations for low-frequency relations, and ultimately
help link prediction.
The GNN formalism is also particularly adept at including various types of infor-
mation which express relevant features of the nodes and the edges. Schlichtkrull et al.’s
R-GCN has shown how to integrate information about relation types in the model.
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García-Durán and Niepert [2017] focus on node information, and include a variety of
attributes, including numeric and multi-media features.
5.6.2 LEARNING RELATIONS FROM TEXTS
Relation learning from texts takes two forms. One focuses on relation classification; it
assumes that the relation arguments are given, and aims to predict the relation between
them. The other is the joint learning of arguments and relations from unmarked texts.
Relation classification
A successful model for relation classification relies on detecting shared patterns across a
number of instances. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) do it particularly well. They
were initially applied in image processing, and performed very well in noticing patterns
distributed over various regions of an image [LeCun and Bengio, 1995]. The idea behind
CNNs for relation classification is to find common patterns in the text which surrounds
or connects instances of the same relation. The context, which has varying length and
complexity, can be input to the CNN in diverse ways. Some systems [Liu et al., 2015,
Xu et al., 2016, Can et al., 2019] rely on producing a fixed-length vector using one of
the compositional methods. Another possibility is to have a fixed-size window centered
on the relation arguments, or to slide it over the context and pool the representations
to produce “summaries” of the context based on various input masks [Zeng et al., 2014,
Nguyen and Grishman, 2015].
Once a fixed-sized vector for an input sentence has been acquired, this representation
can help calculate a score for the sentence with respect to a semantic relation. The
calculation is based on a vector representation for each relation type, which is also a
learned parameter of the model [dos Santos et al., 2015].
The representation of a sentence can have multiple segments, to find separately
information relevant to relation learning. For example, Zeng et al. [2014] produce a
representation with two sections, one for the target words, another for sentence-level
features. These global features are induced by a convolutional neural network on the
words of the input sentence. A word also has a two-pronged representation: its embed-
dings, and the position features which quantifies its distance to the relation arguments.
This is illustrated in Figure 5.16.
The arguments and their connecting patterns can be processed separately by a CNN.
The arguments could be modelled by CNNs on representations of windows of several
sizes centered on those arguments. The connecting phrase can be processed similarly, by
applying a CNN to the sentence fragment between the relation arguments. This leads
to fixed-sized vectors representing the arguments and the relation, to be used as input
to a relation classification step [Zheng et al., 2016].
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Figure 5.16: Learning relations using a CNN [Zeng et al., 2014].
Dependency paths have been shown to be a useful relation indicator. Because of
their varying length and structure, they require particular encoding methods. There
are compositional and graph methods for encoding such features to produce fixed-sized
vectors which can serve as input to other neural networks for relation classification.
Consider sentences which contain a pair of entities and are instances of the same
semantic relation. The expressions of the relation in the different sentences (e.g., phrases
which connect the two entities) are considered mutual paraphrases. In Rossiello et al.’s
[2019] work, this assumption supports the fact that if two pairs of entities represent
instances of the same relation, then they are analogous. Rossiello et al. compare pairs
of entities using hierarchical Siamese networks. An entity pair is represented by all the
sentential contexts found for it in a corpus. The Siamese network architecture is trained
to minimize the difference between entity pairs with the same relation, even when they
appear in (slightly) different contexts in the corpus. In that way, it learns the different
paraphrases of the same relation.
Shwartz and Dagan [2018] apply deep learning to the prediction of paraphrases
which explain noun-compound relations. They reformulate the paraphrase prediction
task as three related subtasks: predict the head, the modifier, or the connecting pattern
(found in a corpus). This causes a tuning of pre-computed word embeddings towards a
state where modifier-head combinations which share similar patterns are closer in the
embedding space, and so are patterns shared by similar modifier-head combinations.
The is-a relation is a frequent target of relation extraction. Distributional semantic
models give good results, so it is natural to ask what the improved word embeddings
and deep learning can bring to this task. The is-a relation can be detected from the
meaning of the word themselves, or from their connective patterns.
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For words projected into an embedding space, the is-a relation could ideally be a
linear projection from the hyponym to the hypernym, or at least there can be several such
projections, depending on the characteristics of the word pairs. Consider, for example,
(cat, animal) vs. (table, furniture) vs. (Germany, country). Fu et al. [2014] propose the
discovery of clusters in the set of arguments of the is-a relation using word embeddings.
The training dataset’s clustering into groups is based on the offset between the vectors
of the word pair. The clustering step is expected to uncover hyponymy/hypernymy
subrelations. For each cluster, a linear projection learned (in the form of a matrix)
represents the hyponymy/hypernymy relation.
Textual patterns between terms in sentences, encoded by deep-learning methods,
can also serve to detect is-a relations. Shwartz et al. [2016] investigate the effect of
combining dependency paths encoded by means of RNNs with the embeddings of the
relation’s arguments. All paths between a pair of potential relation arguments participate
in producing an averaged representation of the connection between the two arguments.
This is assembled from a multi-layered representation of each word on the path. The
representation includes the word’s lemma and part-of-speech, the dependency label (for
the dependency appearing on the considered path), and the direction of the dependency
relation. The method outperforms those based on symbolic distributional models.
Joint entity and relation extraction
Entities and relations can be acquired jointly if one takes advantage of their interaction.
Local decisions, argument types and connections between relation types can constrain
named entities and relations, which can then be learned together [Roth and Yih, 2007].
Deep learning also makes it possible to get and combine such information.
Singh et al. [2013] develop a probabilistic graphical model which classifies entity
mentions into entity types, then clusters these mentions using coreference relations, and
finally identifies the relations between them. Such a joint model has distinct benefits:
constraints on the types of a relation’s arguments can improve entity detection and clas-
sification, as well as coreference resolution. Ren et al. [2017] take entity type information
from an external knowledge base, and combine it with aggregated information from the
context and relation-entity interactions.
In Li and Ji’s [2014] work, a structured perceptron with beam search jointly recog-
nizes entities and relations. Li and Ji’s algorithm gradually builds all segments within the
beam constraints. In the process, it associates entity types with subsequences (which are
then treated as entity mentions), and relations with pairs of recognized entity mentions.
The representation of these sequences combines local syntactic and semantic features
with global features (coreference and neighbour coherence, constraints on relation com-
binations). A model is trained using a structured perceptron. The joint model identifies
entity mentions better than a sequence labeling method using CRFs, an extended set
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of labels (BILOU: Beginning, Inside, Last, Outside, Unit), as well as syntactic and se-
mantic features. The model also has better results than relation classification by the
Maximum Entropy Markov Model.
Miwa and Sasaki [2014] represent entities and relations in a table, and apply history-
based structured learning to relation extraction. This transforms the task into a table-
filling problem. It includes various orders in traversing the cells of the table for decoding,
global features from relations to entities, and several learning methods with inexact
search. The table contains words, and entities are identified by the BILOU encoding
scheme; BILOU labels also appear in the table. Relations are defined on (head) words,
since the span of entities is determined dynamically. Labels are assigned to cells, one by
one, by a probabilistic method which combines local features (of the word itself) and
global constraints (label assignment to previous cells).
Figure 5.17: Entity and relation table. The symbol ⊥ means “no relation” [Miwa and Sasaki,
2014].
Miwa and Bansal [2016] propose a deep-learning architecture for relation extraction;
it uses bidirectional LSTM-RNNs to encode the word sequence and the dependency tree.
Miwa and Bansal pretrain the entity identification model and then the relation extrac-
tion model with scheduled sampling. Such sampling replaces, with certain probability,
predicted entity labels with gold-standard labels. The labels predicted for entity identifi-
cation guide the selection of candidates for relation classification. The entities’ heads are
detected using the L and U tags, and the candidate pairs for relation classification are
made from these head words. Compared to Li and Ji’s [2014] joint model which gives the
ACE04 and ACE05 data to a structured perceptron, Miwa and Bansal’s model has bet-
ter recall and F-score, while the structured perceptron gives higher precision. Compared
to CNNs on the SemEval-2010 Task 8 data [dos Santos et al., 2015, Xu et al., 2015],
the use of bidirectional RNNs with long short-term memory units (BiLSTM-RNNs) for
encoding the word sequence and the dependency relations gives a higher macro F1-score.
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Zheng et al. [2017] adopted a tagging scheme, similar to that in [Li and Ji, 2014],
for joint argument identification and relation extraction. Inspired by named entity tag-
ging, which also must identify sequences of various lengths, Zheng et al. combined an
expanded set of span indicators (BIESO: Begin, Inside, End, Single, Other) with the
target relations and numerals which indicated the first or the second argument of the
relation. Figure 5.18 depicts the joint entity and relation extraction model.
Figure 5.18: Zheng et al.’s [2017] joint entity and relation extraction model: CP = Country-
President and CF = Company-Founder.
Zeng et al. [2018] proposed an end2end neural model. An encoder transforms a given
sentence into a fixed-length semantic vector. The vector is then decoded into one or more
relation instances, whose arguments may overlap.
The work of Christopoulou et al. [2018] is similar, but they start from tagged en-
tities in a text fragment. They avoid using external tools such as dependency parsers
in establishing which entities are connected. Instead, they encode the complete entity
graph, including the semantic entity types and their relative positions. Christopoulou
et al. combine the representation of a pair of entities with a representation of its context,
and with an aggregated representation of the walks of length at most k between the two
entities in the sentence’s directed entity graph.
5.6.3 LEARNING RELATIONS FROM TEXTS AND KNOWLEDGE GRAPHS
Relation instances in large knowledge repositories often play a role in distant supervi-
sion (see Section 5.5.2), in the learning of relation extraction or classification models.
It is mutually beneficial to combine evidence from knowledge repositories and unstruc-
tured text, and either can help boost the other. This section shows a few examples of
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successfully combining evidence from unstructured data (either syntactic patterns, or
phrases which connect entities/arguments in a text) with relation instances from knowl-
edge repositories. Such methods have been used to the enrich knowledge repositories
with more triples for existing relations or with more relation types, or even to induce a
complete relation schema from scratch.
Information from texts and knowledge graphs can be merged and then word and re-
lation representations derived jointly, or the two sources of information can be processed
separately, and then combined in a final classification step.
Merging information from texts and knowledge graphs
Knowledge graphs contain structured information, while unprocessed texts have a lin-
ear form. To merge them, texts must also be cast into structures. This can be done
in a variety of ways, for example using dependency parsing, or by extracting specific
structured information such as (subject, verb, object) triples. The knowledge graphs and
the structured textual information can then be merged by mapping nodes and relations,
and this bigger structure is processed to produce word/entity and relation/predicate
representations which drive relation learning in this hybrid graph. Nodes from KGs and
dependency graphs/triples can be mapped using simple matching, similarity metrics, or
more complex entity linking or word sense disambiguation techniques. Relations from
the KG can also be mapped to predicates or phrases from texts, either before or after
the encoding of the merged graph, depending on their induced representations.
Lao et al. [2012] build such a large graph by combining relation triples from Freebase
with text processed by a dependency parser. Pronouns and anaphora are clustered with
their antecedents, and entity mentions are linked to their corresponding nodes from the
knowledge repository by an entity-linking system. To this hybrid graph, Lao et al. apply
the Path Ranking Algorithm (PRA) [Lao et al., 2011] which used paths in knowledge
graphs for link prediction. In this case, PRA combines syntactic and semantic cues
from the parsed text with relation information to build a model which can predict new
relation triples for the knowledge repository.
In Lao et al.’s graph, the edges sourced from textual sources are dependency
relations. Gardner et al. [2013] note that dependency relation names do not con-
tribute semantic information, unlike relations from knowledge repositories. Instead
of dependency graph representations of texts or text fragments, Gardner et al. pro-
pose to use (subject, verb, object) (SVO) triples extracted from texts which parallel
(source, relation, target) triples in knowledge graphs; the link in an SVO triple—the
predicate—is a lexicalized relation. For connected nodes in the graph built from the
knowledge repository, Gardner et al. add new edges from SVO triples whose arguments
match entities in the graph. There is a difficulty, naturally: adding such predicates di-
rectly from large-scale data (600 million SVO triples) would cause an explosion in the
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number of relation types in the graph, and would not catch equivalent expressions. That
is why the lexicalized predicates are replaced with edge labels, which are latent features.
These representations are learned by factorizing a subject× object frequency matrix,
built from the SVO data.
The follow-up work gets deeper into the semantic territory, and explores a tighter
merging of KGs and texts via the similarity among relations and predicates. Gardner
et al. [2014] work with a graph which combines a KG with SVO triples from texts. They
take advantage of the similarity between edge types to allow a random walk to follow
edges semantically similar to the given edge types. Nodes sources from texts and KGs
are linked by an alias relation, which indicates that the two nodes may point to the
same entity. Edges between subjects and objects extracted from texts are lexicalized
predicates, whose vector representation is computed as in [Gardner et al., 2013]. To
compute the weight corresponding to a path r1, . . . , rn for a given (source, target) node
pair, at each step j the algorithm can follow either the exact relation type rj or another
relation type (i.e., predicate) close to it in vector space. This allows the score of a
“canonical path” to combine the score of all (similar) path variations.
Many relation instances may go unnoticed if one restricts links between entities in
text to predicates which connect subjects and objects. Toutanova et al. [2015] treat
the lexicalized dependency paths, which they encode using CNNs, as relations. These
semantic representations serve as relation embeddings; they are combined with evidence
from the KG to predict either the target in a (source, relation, ?) query, or the source
in (?, relation, target). The information from the two sources is combined in the model’s
loss function. One term expresses the non-negative log-likelihood of the correct entity
filler with respect to the graph, computed from a combination of three graph embedding
models. The other term expresses the non-negative log-likelihood of the correct entity
filler with respect to the text; here, the vector representation of the predicate learned
by the CNN replaces the relation representation in the graph embedding models.
Toutanova et al. [2016] include all relation paths of bounded length which connect
a source and a target node. The paths’ contribution is computed as their weighted sum.
The contribution of each path is a score which combines the matrix representation of
each relation on the path with the weight of the node it connects to.
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Figure 5.19: Induction of a universal schema
from knowledge bases and texts [Riedel et al.,
2013].
There is a quantitative and qualita-
tive difference between the predicates ob-
tained via Open IE, and the relations
in knowledge repositories. Riedel et al.
[2013] aim to bridge this gap by de-
riving a universal schema which com-
bines surface-form predicates retrieved by
Open IE with relations already present in
knowledge bases. A very large matrix rep-
resents jointly this heterogeneous infor-
mation: columns correspond to relations
from knowledge repositories and predi-
cates found in texts; rows correspond to
entity/word pairs. A cell is marked if the
corresponding entity pair appears in the
given relation or context—see Figure 5.19.
Matrix factorization induces representa-
tions of the entity pairs and the rela-
tions/syntactic patterns, in the manner
explained in Section 5.3.2. From such rep-
resentations, one can determine associa-
tions between syntactic patterns and se-
mantic relations, and map these lexical expressions onto the “canonical” relation form.
The representations can also help cluster syntactic patterns to indicate new (unnamed)
relations, not yet included in the knowledge repository.
Nimishakavi et al. [2016] derive a universal schema and a knowledge reposi-
tory from unstructured text in a specific domain; they do it without the benefit of
a “seed” knowledge repository. Instead of such prior knowledge, Nimishakavi et al.
gather two types of “side information” to help structure, and make canonical, candi-
date (subject, verb, object) triples extracted by Open IE methods. The side information
consist of hyponym/hypernym candidates extracted using Hearst patterns, and relation
similarity (as similarities between verbs in the Open IE triples). The extracted triples
are represented in a tensor, factorized together with the side information to induce the
relation schema. Figure 5.20 illustrates the method.
Riedel et al. [2013] developed methods based on scoring functions for
(source, relation, target) triples, which combine partial scores on various pairs of the
three elements. This limits the applicability of the methods to already seen source-target,
source-relation or relation-target pairs. Verga et al. [2017] address this limitation: they
produce a representation for a pair of entities based on the textual patterns in which
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Figure 5.20: Relation schema induction from unstructured texts, using Hearst patterns and
Open IE triples [Nimishakavi et al., 2016].
they appear. Zhang et al. [2019a] encode every entity; their model combines these repre-
sentations with vector representations of the target (KB) relations, and with attention
methods for relation prediction. The representation of a source or target entity is based
on its neighbourhood in the knowledge graph, and on its co-occurrences in the triples
extracted from texts. Zhang et al.’s method is applied to Freebase and to a subset of
Freebase with film-related relations, as well as to triples extracted from IMDB [Lockard
et al., 2019] and ReVerb extractions from ClueWeb whose subject is linked to Freebase
[Lin et al., 2012].
Knowledge graphs and texts as separate information sources
The merging of information from texts and knowledge graphs aims to build a larger graph
which can be processed with methods similar to those developed for processing KGs:
link prediction using paths, matrix factorization, etc. Without casting texts in structured
forms, they can provide additional information about the nodes or the relations in the
graph, or to provide an additional signal for relation learning in KGs.
Weston et al. [2013] encode information from the knowledge graph and the textual
context separately, and use them together for relation extraction. The KG is encoded
with Bordes et al.’s [2013] translation model, and the TransE scoring function provides
one part of the information. Information from texts is encoded by a function which
computes a similarity measure between a relation mention and a relation embedding.
A (source, target) pair is assigned the relation rel with the highest score. This score
combines the (source, rel, target) triple’s KG score (TransE) and a text-based score; the
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latter is the cumulative score for the similarity of rel’s embedding to every mention of
the arguments (i.e., every sentence which contains source and target).
Xie et al. [2016] combine textual evidence and knowledge base relations by associ-
ating textual descriptions with entities in the KB. They encode relational triples with
Bordes et al.’s TransE while inducing a representation of the entities which can be use-
ful in predicting their textual descriptions. For the purpose of learning, these textual
descriptions (included in Freebase) are encoded with two formalisms: continuous bag-of-
words and convolutional neural networks. The method produces entity representations
which capture both the relational information and their descriptions, and that affects
the encoding of the TransE-derived relations. The representations give link prediction
results better than any of the subsumed formalisms.
Fan et al. [2016] follow on Xie et al.’s work. They reduce the number of parameters
of the model, and cast it into a probability framework. The improved model measures
the probability of each relational triple, and maximizes the log-likelihood of the observed
knowledge to learn simultaneously the contextual embeddings of entities, relations and
words in descriptions. Zhang et al. [2019b] apply knowledge graphs (Freebase), texts
and pretrained word embeddings to the problem of long-tail relations. The encoding
of sentences which include specific relations helps supplement the information about
low-frequency entity pairs. Hierarchical information for Freebase relations (as revealed
by their names) goes into a graph convolution network to induce similar representations
for similar relations. This helps derive informative representations for low-frequency
relations.
5.6.4 N-ARY AND CROSS-SENTENCE RELATIONS
Most research focuses on binary semantic relations. Even so, n-ary relations are of-
ten necessary to acquire sufficient knowledge, especially in specialized domains such as
chemistry or medicine. Such relations may also be expressed over a number of sentences,
and that makes their extraction even more difficult. Consider this fragment from the
biomedical literature [Heuckmann et al., 2011]:20
We next expressed ALKF1174L, ALKF1174L/L1198P , ALKF1174L/G1123S, and
ALKF1174L/G1123D in the original SH-SY5Y cell line.
[. . . 15 sentences in 3 paragraphs. . . ]
The 2 mutations that were only found in the neuroblastoma resistance
20The summary results in the paper include the following statement: “An independent resistance screen in ALK -
mutant neuroblastoma cells yielded the same L1198P resistance mutation but defined two additional mutations
conferring resistance to TAE684 but not to PF02341066.” That is to say, the entities ALK and PF02341066
are related.
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screen (G1123S/D) are located in the glycine-rich loop, which is known to
be crucial for ATP and ligand building and are the first mutations described
that induce resistance to TAE684, but not to PF02341066.
Interestingly, n-ary relations were a target at the first Message Understanding Con-
ference.21 The task was to determine the attributes of an event (who, where, when, and
so on), but each of the n-ary relations was split into binary subrelations, and each of
those was dealt with via binary relation extraction/classification.
Chen et al. [2019] similarly treat n-ary relation extraction as a collection of binary
relation extraction subtasks. They also allow an explicit adjustment of the context win-
dow size up to 2 sentences. Working in a narrow domain (clinical corpus on breast cancer
treatments) with limited data, Chen et al. find that the results improve when the text is
modelled in terms of phrases and recognized concepts, and enriched with word embed-
dings and synonyms. A support vector machine gives better results than a feed-forward
neural network with two fully connected layers.
Akimoto et al.’s [2019] system for n-ary relation extraction combines universal
schemas and the decomposition of n-ary relations into unary and binary relations. Rep-
resentations for unary and binary relations found in a knowledge base and in text are
learned from the training data. The learning of the model for n-ary relations relies on
optimizing a score which aggregates the lower-arity scores.
Quirk and Poon [2017], Peng et al. [2017] and Wang and Poon [2018] tackle the
cross-sentence relation extraction task by taking into account a context larger than a
sentence. They all combine inter-sentential relations (grammatical dependencies and
word sequence information) with discourse relations and sentence-level sequence infor-
mation. Peng et al. give this document-graph structure as input to a BiLSTM. The
forward pass takes the word sequence information and forward-looking dependencies;
the backward pass takes the reversed word sequence information and the backward-
looking dependencies. The word representations derived by this formalism become the
input to a relation classification step.
This form of relation extraction does not scale well beyond the document level
because of the combinatorial explosion of entity-mention combinations at such a high
level. Jia et al.’s [2019] remedy is an entity-centric model: mentions are first mapped
onto entities, and entity combinations are explored.
5.6.5 UNSUPERVISED RELATION EXTRACTION
There are several ways of tackling unsupervised relation extraction. They rely on se-
mantic similarity to group extracted tuples. The similarity is calculated between the
arguments of different relation instances or between the patterns which those instances
21ir.nist.gov/muc
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display. Similarities can be used directly to find the closest relation instance match, or
to cluster similar instances.
A good representation of a sentence with an instance of a relation r should be close
to the representations of other sentences with other instances of r. This assumption can
lead to “implicit” clusters; Marcheggiani and Titov [2016] rely on it for their variational
autoencoder model. The encoder builds a semantic representation for a sentence based
on a feature-rich representation. The expectation is that the representation so built will
approximate the representation of a relation triple. The decoder can then reconstruct
one of the arguments of the relation. The two components are trained together. In the
encoding step, the argument to be reconstructed is obscured.
Information from a knowledge base added to this model introduces similarity con-
straints between relation tuples. Liang et al. [2019] learn to discover instances of previ-
ously unseen relations. They expand Marcheggiani and Titov’s model using the similarity
between two entity pairs x1 = (x11, x12) and x2 = (x21, x22) as the cosine of the angle
between the translation vectors connecting the entities in each pair:
sim(x1, x2) = cos(v11 − v12,v21 − v22)
vij is the knowledge base embedding of entity xij .
Liang et al. compute two variations. One of them represents the must-link confi-
dence score s+(x1, x2) = [sim(x1, x2)]+γ+ , the other the must-not-link confidence score
s−(x1, x2) = [sim(x1, x2)]−γ− , where the thresholds γ
+, γ− ∈ [0, 1] limit the two scores.
([x]+γ+ = if x > γ
+ then x else 0; [x]−γ− = if x < −γ− then x else 0.) These scores, to-
gether with the scores which compare the corresponding sentence representations, help
determine if the two sentences containing these relation tuples should be in the same
cluster, i.e., should represent the same relation. The sentence representations are derived
by a system built upon Marcheggiani and Titov’s variational autoencoder.
5.6.6 LIFELONG LEARNING
Deep learning requires very large training data to build accurate models. The model
consists of the network architecture and its parameters—weights in its various units—
whose best values are determined during training. Training such a model costs a great
deal of computing time and power. A deep-learning system which aims to continue
learning faces a dilemma. It can keep retraining on ever-growing datasets, or be doomed
to forget much of what it has learned if it gets none, or only a subset, of the old data
together with newer instances for training a new model. That is because an even small
change in the learned parameters (when the model is updated on new data) may cause
unpredictable behaviour on the older data.
Wang et al. [2019] suggest a two-part solution. Inspired by previous research on
handwriting and object recognition, they propose a new strategy: maintain a “training
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memory”, and select instances from such previously used data to add to a new training
set, and so avoid forgetting the older data. They call their method episodic memory
replay (EMR). The “memory”M consists of a number of training examples selected after
each training session. When training on a new dataset, EMR adds a sample of instances
fromM to the current training data, so the model can retain the knowledge of previous
data. The second part of the solution arises from the observation that a good model
should not distort excessively the embedding space of the model’s parameters when it
gets additional training data. For the task of relation extraction in particular, Wang
et al. use the sentence embeddings derived by the neural model in previous sessions as
anchor points, and constrain the system to only minimally distort these anchor points
with the processing of new data.
5.7 SUMMARY
This chapter has presented an overview of the recognition and classification of semantic
relations in the deep-learning paradigm. The methods developed for the traditional
learning of semantic relations can be directly mapped onto this new formalism but the
power of deep learning is best unleashed when we can take advantage of its specific
characteristics:
• low-dimensional representation of word meaning based on various types of knowl-
edge;
• representation derived simultaneously for arguments and relations;
• the leveraging of multiple information sources;
• the availability of formalisms which encode variable-length sequences and find pat-
terns in them;
• the encoding of graph structures (syntactic or semantic) together with a variety of
additional attributes.
Deep learning requires, among other things, large amounts of training data. Some
such data can be bootstrapped from existing knowledge repositories by distant supervi-
sion. The adoption of deep learning has led to innovative ways of cleaning the automat-
ically annotated data. Many interesting methods have been developed to tackle noise in
automatically generated data: people have applied adversarial learning, reinforcement
learning and other fun formalisms. The new technology has opened a vast space of ex-
ploration. We have presented some of the main trends, but there are new directions to
be found, and space in between.
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